Enhancing AUDIT quality

Can auditors prevent global financial crises?
The profession responds with its recommendations
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Career opportunities in our Alberta offices

Join the talented team at PwC in one of our two Alberta locations. We offer a people-first focus with diverse clients from a range of industries.

Explore a career as unique as you are.

Come discover the PwC Experience, in Alberta.

View our current opportunities: www.pwc.com/ca/dbia

“PwC in Alberta has the diversity I was looking for. Located in the fastest growing province in Canada, talented professionals come from around the world to be part of this exciting team.”

Jing Shi
Senior Associate
PwC Edmonton, Alberta
A group effort

Could the recent global financial market collapse have been prevented, and what role can auditors play in audit quality?

When the financial markets of the western countries went into a tailspin in 2008, much effort went into seeking ways to make sure it did not happen again. Though no one blamed the audit process, people wondered if auditors could have prevented it and if the process could be improved. Proposals were put forth in the UK, the US and the EU to examine ways to enhance the quality of audits. Since Canada is not an isolated island, and initiatives around the world affect our businesses, the CICA got together with CPA to examine ways to develop a Canadian response. The Enhancing Audit Quality initiative was the result; and a steering committee and three working groups were created to analyze the EU, US and UK proposals and make recommendations on auditor independence, the role of audit committees, and the audit reporting model.

The working groups recently put out reports that CA magazine writer Mary Teresa Bittí examined; she also interviewed the key people involved, including CICA CEO Kevin Daney. Her report is our lead story, and it makes compelling reading. It is a matter that is of vital importance to auditors, regulators, managers, investors and anyone interested in the general quality of financial statements in Canada. See “Enhancing audit quality,” page 22.

Most people agree the office can be a political minefield. How do you navigate it? Do you stumble blindly across the field like a Second World War Red Army shtrafniki (Soviet penal battalions that sometimes marched across minefields), your heart in your mouth, praying your career does not detonate as you put a foot wrong? Or are you experienced in the art of knowing where to step, and whom to avoid? Skill in negotiating office politics can be vital to your office life. Consultant Barbara Quinn tells us how to begin to master the art form in “Managing politics,” page 36.

In another story, we profile Pierre Lessard, former president and CEO of Metro Inc., a member of the triumvirate of Canadian grocery empires. The inductee into the Order of the Canadian Business Hall of Fame took charge in 1990 when the company was a losing proposition, with revenue of only $2.2 billion. Sales recently registered at $12 billion and never took a negative turn while Lessard was in charge. Read all about it in Yan Barcelo’s informative and entertaining account in “Metro’s man,” page 30.

Also in this issue, Outlook columnist Marcel Côté tackles income inequality (page 60), which could lead to economic stagnation. He thinks part of the solution is tax related. As usual, he makes you see things differently.
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Inequality and growth
Complex Legal Problems. Simple Business Solutions.

You are a good accountant and financial advisor. You’ve looked after your clients’ interests well. But now they need legal counsel as issues get more complex, and your clients become more concerned. You need to make a referral that will ensure the best possible results for them.

Our family of boutique law firms have the combined experience and expertise to achieve results.

Heydary Hamilton PC  www.BusinessLawyers.ca
One of Canada’s leading business litigation firms is ready to assist with commercial litigation matters including shareholder disputes, investment losses/fraud claims, franchising and various contract matters.

Heydary Green PC  www.Lawyers.fm
A boutique family law firm, offering first class representation for clients undergoing separation, divorce or estate disputes involving family assets.

Heydary Hayes PC  www.ITlawyers.ca
A boutique Intellectual Property, Technology and Media firm, Heydary Hayes PC provides specialized transactional and commercial advice on all matters related to technology.

Heydary Samuel PC  www.Lawyers.sh
A boutique Real Estate firm that focuses on residential purchase & sale in addition to commercial and industrial property transactions.
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Welcome to the next era of Simply Accounting. Sage 50 is here.

Your clients look to you for trusted guidance, and we can help you deliver right on the money. Recommend Sage 50 (formerly Simply Accounting) and Sage 300 ERP (formerly Sage ERP Accpac). These enhanced, business-ready solutions provide the visibility your clients need to make better decisions and manage better processes. Have questions? You have our number.

» Get the free guide to recommending Sage 50 and our full portfolio of business management solutions at SageToday.ca/accountants
OVERLOOKED

Why is Regina overlooked in your write-ups on the profession, including in “Cities that move you” (November 2012)? Both of Alberta’s major cities are written about, but it seems Regina is not a demographic the profession is eager to tap into. I would like a cross-country view of the 10 major cities. Saskatoon is no more representative of Saskatchewan than Calgary is of Alberta, so please give some insight into both major cities of Saskatchewan.

Anna Gardikiotis
Calgary

EDITOR’S REPLY:
The poll on which the article was based was done online, and unfortunately we did not receive any responses from residents of Regina.

BALANCING ACT

In “Women at work” (December 2012), the question, “Have you found a good recipe for balancing work, family and other priorities?” was asked. I think the question could also have been, “Have you managed to get where you want to go in your life without sacrificing your career?”

Prior to having children, I often thought about how to get where I want to go without sacrificing my life. But when children came along, I wondered how can one be a good mother without sacrificing one’s career?

I have twin seven-year-olds and because my husband has the more demanding job, I do the heavy lifting at home. I was in private practice and chose to move to a regulatory body to be more available to my family. I’ve attended countless women’s networking sessions hoping to meet a woman who has a top executive position and has ample time for her family so that I could ask how she does it. Every successful career woman has had to make choices about how she splits her time between family, work and herself. Everyone does it in her own way. So far, it hasn’t been the way that I would want. So I haven’t met a woman who has “everything” in my definition.

The question is not about sacrifice but compromise. Yes, you can get where you want to go in life, but only by design. Can I do more for my career? Of course, but that would mean compromising family time. I am happy with the balance in my life for now, but I will never stop thinking of ways to get ahead.

Name withheld

I have been in the CA workplace since 1983. There seems to be an assumption that to thrive as a CA, women should seek senior positions with more responsibility and challenge. “Inspiring” stories are those of women who have a senior position, sit on numerous boards, are active in charities and have a husband and a couple of kids. They may see their children briefly before spending a long day and maybe even an evening in the office and stopping to do some charity board work before heading home.

But who raises the children? A nanny who probably doesn’t have the same culture/values as the parents? What kind of relationship would the woman and her husband have when they hardly see each other? Is this the path to success?

In 1988, after my daughter was born, I realized that a 16-week maternity leave was too short. I asked my boss if I could work part time and he agreed.
Since then, I have had two more children and continue to work part time. I have challenging, interesting work and no desire to have a more senior position. I cherish the memories of the times I spent with my children at the zoo, at the playground, etc.

It is impossible to have it all. If you spend the time at the office you will lose that time with your family, and once your children are grown, you will never have another opportunity to play with them. We need more role models for young women CAs who have priorities outside of work, and employers can benefit from having a motivated, hardworking and balanced CA who is employed on a part-time basis.

Name withheld

SPONSORSHIP IS KEY

Kudos for highlighting the great strides we’ve made in promoting the advancement of women in the accounting profession and throughout the business world (December 2012).

Despite the progress, however, there’s still much to be done.

Organizations should include elements of sponsorship within their career development and performance management, but it should not be a stand-alone program. Sponsorship should be part of the culture of an organization.

While it cannot be forced, organizations can provide opportunities to cultivate sponsorship and teach sponsors and protégés how to ask for sponsorship and why it is important.

Women — and diverse viewpoints in general — are important to an organization’s success and sponsorship is a vital part of the equation to get more women into leadership positions.

I look forward to continuing to read about this topic and — hopefully — more women’s success stories.

Jeannine Pereira
Inclusiveness flexibility leader
Ernst & Young
Toronto

Erratum
In “Going concern” in the December 2012 issue, Janice Baker was identified as a CA. She is an FCA. We sincerely regret the omission.
A fine balance

Yoga is the ultimate stress reliever for Lisa Ricci. Not only did it save her sanity throughout the busy seasons when she was a staff accountant at Ernst & Young in Toronto, it also got her through the UFE in 2009. “Taking an evening class on day two of the UFE grounded me and helped me start day three with a clean slate,” she says.

So perhaps it’s not surprising the 26-year-old Waterloo, Ont.-based entrepreneur has found a unique way to continue that symbiotic relationship between accounting and yoga. In 2012, she launched And Then Sum, an accounting consultancy for contractors working in the health and wellness industry. “Seeing how intimidated most of my yoga teachers and friends were by accounting, I wanted to make it more accessible to them,” she says.

To complete the circle, Ricci also became a yoga instructor. To qualify, she took a rigorous one-month program with 10 hours of classes and lectures six days a week, followed by a year of volunteering. She now teaches up to 15 classes a week at studios in Ontario, including Waterloo, Hamilton and Brampton.

It’s a juggling act, but Ricci finds value in blurring the lines between the different dimensions of her life. For example, her corporate background helps her sympathize with her yoga students. “I know workplace interactions can be frustrating and personal interests can become subordinated to those of others,” she says. “Having this firsthand experience helps me give cues that hit home and make them feel more at ease.” Subsequently, some students have become clients — and clients have become students. Ricci also weaves her two prominent skills into another interest: volunteering. She has taught yoga at the Salvation Army, takes part in ICAO tax clinics and, in January, offered both her yoga and accounting skills in a small Guyana village while visiting a friend.

What’s next for Ricci? She hopes to transition her consultancy to more of an educational model, having clients do as much of the work as possible to get a true understanding of their businesses. “Ideally,” she says, “I’d like to develop a workshop format that I can take across the country, and fit yoga classes in at each location too.”

Lorie Murdoch
Steal sector In November, reports of a Toronto Salvation Army director who allegedly stole millions of dollars in toys destined as Christmas gifts generated shock. Workplace theft is common:

3.71 Millions of dollars that Canadian businesses are estimated to lose to employee fraud annually; 36% of cases are reported to relate to employee theft.

10 Percent of small to medium-sized business bankruptcies occurring that relate to employee theft. One expert suggests theft comes down to “need, greed or opportunity.”

10.8 Millions of dollars Canadian retailers lose daily to theft, according to a 2012 report by PwC and the Retail Council of Canada. Employees steal about one-third that total.

61 Percent of companies reporting a theft or fraudulent event that say employee morale suffered as a result. One in five (20%) further report that business relationships, reputation and value were also affected.

75 Percent of Canadian business executives reporting employee theft and embezzlement in a 2004 survey. The global average was 60%.

90 Percent of thefts in Canadian workplaces in 2009 estimated to have gone unreported. More than half (58%) of Canadians admit to stealing — most typically office supplies.

1,000 Dollars in reward money for a report of a theft and conviction at a General Motors plant in Windsor, Ont., in 1988.

THE SCENARIO
Andrew Goldsmith*, an accountant in the food-service industry, has been proving himself to his employer since landing his job four years ago. He routinely puts in long hours and steps up when teammates need help with special projects. When Daniel*, a coworker who’s been with the company about two years, wants an extra set of eyes to look over his work, he always asks Goldsmith. A senior position opened up in their department a couple months ago. Both applied. Daniel got the job.

HOW IT PLAYED OUT
“I’ve been with the company almost twice as long as Daniel, and now he’s one of the managers I report to,” says Goldsmith, who thought the promotion was in the bag. “Considering I was eyeballing his work, this obviously doesn’t sit well with me. I felt that I had shown time and again that I was a team player up to the task.” He congratulated Daniel, and is actively looking for a new job.

THE EXPERT WEIGHS IN
“Seniority is often not the determining factor in promotions,” says Monica Magnetti, a certified career coach and owner of Luna Coaching in Vancouver. “If the new position had been based on seniority, there probably would not have been any need to open it up,” she says. Goldsmith should use this situation as a learning experience, says Magnetti. “He should let go of feeling like a victim and find out what qualities his colleague has that got him the job.” It’s also worth bringing the subject up with his boss, she adds. “He can express his discontent with himself for not competing with the appropriate tools,” she says. “This down-to-earth approach may give him what he needs to win the next promotion or land a new job.”

Lisa van de Geyn

Have you faced a tricky work situation? Tell us about it at: tamar.satov@cica.ca
Names can be changed for anonymity

*Names have been changed
$600 billion and counting

Canada's national debt hit a significant milestone this past fall, according to the Canadian Taxpayers Federation. The federal debt crossed the $600-billion mark on Nov. 24, 2012, and is now rising at a rate of $74.6 million a day, $3.1 million an hour, $52,000 a minute and $863.27 a second.

TOP GIVERS AGAIN

Manitobans are the most generous Canadians for the 14th year in a row, the Fraser Institute's 2012 Generosity Index finds. The province had the top percentage of tax filers donating to registered charities (26.2%) as well as the highest percentage of total income donated (0.92%). PEI ranked second and Saskatchewan placed third.

Hiring mistakes pricey

Nearly one in four employers say a bad hire in 2012 cost them more than US$50,000, according to a survey by US recruiter CareerBuilder. The most common costs come from lower productivity (39%), time lost to recruit/train another worker (39%), decrease in staff morale (33%) and negative impact on clients (19%).

More vacay, please

Money may make the world go around but, in Canada, we'd prefer time off instead. In a Mercer survey of 10,400 workers in 10 markets, Canada was the only country to rank an additional week's paid vacation as the top benefit. One in five Canadians chose extra time off, compared with 18% who preferred a $500 salary increase and 15% who wanted a $500 employer contribution to an RRSP or TFSA. All other countries polled — Brazil, China, France, Hong Kong, Ireland, Italy, Spain, UK and US — chose extra income as the top benefit; while paid time off was a top-three benefit in six of the countries.

“Canadians value more time off and increased pay — but there are other benefits that have the potential to create more income protection,” says Brian Lindenberg, senior partner at Mercer. “This puts pressure on employers to understand and communicate the value of various benefits to their employees so they can make smart choices.”

Downward trends

Lower. Quicker. Fewer. A global survey of corporate taxes between 2004 and 2011 finds that on average, companies around the world are now paying less tax, spending a reduced number of hours preparing returns and making fewer payments. This is the eighth consecutive year PwC tracked tax regimes in 185 economies to rank them on ease of paying taxes. United Arab Emirates topped the list overall, while Canada ranked No. 8.

Average tax burden for companies worldwide (2011)

- HOURS to comply with requirements
- PAYMENTS to meet obligations
- TOTAL tax rate

-54 HOURS (7 days) since 2004
-27.2 PAYMENTS since 2004
-44.7% CHANGE since 2004

Source: PwC, 2012

by Steve Breeton
As one of Canada’s original and largest cooperatives, Desjardins Group has been doing this for over a century and has gained international respect as one of the safest financial institutions in the world.

With almost 45,000 employees Canada-wide, we have the strength to get things done. From big to small, we give tailored solutions to our clients whether it’s in group benefits or pensions.

With Desjardins, you have more than a company, you have a partner you can trust and depend on.

desjardinslifeinsurance.com
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PERSONAL ACCOUNTS

My 15 minutes of fame
Suzanne Bertrand, partner, Fuller Landau, VoirGRAND.tv judge

“I was invited to serve as a panelist during the VoirGRAND.tv auditions. This Montreal-based web TV show aims to spotlight Quebec businesses to help them carry out their expansion projects. I, along with two male judges, met with about 120 contestants from which we had to select five finalists. They were each given three minutes to describe their company and vision for the future. I was struck by the fact that the majority of contestants were women.

The more tapings I did, the more comfortable I felt in front of the camera. By the end of the third audition, I’d forgotten we were on the air. This experience gave me a great sense of pride, because the entrepreneurs showed incredible enthusiasm and creativity. One of them made me laugh when he took off his shirt without warning and presented his project shirtless!

When I was an accounting student, my calculator and my computer were my whole world. I now understand that regardless of our life choices, we have to be open to meeting new challenges and stepping out of our comfort zone.”

As told to Marie-Josée Boucher

35 YEARS AGO THIS MONTH
Compiled by Steve Brearton

From the March 1978 edition of CAmagazine

How tax clinics can make you feel better

“It is Thursday, March 24, 1977, 10:30 p.m. I have just returned home from my first Ontario Institute Volunteer Tax Clinic, where I offered my skill as a chartered accountant to people who could barely afford to eat, let alone pay someone to fill out their income tax forms. It occurred to me over and over that these free tax clinics were only a drop in the bucket. I wondered how any self-respecting accountant could possibly refrain from helping these people out. A refusal to help these people seemed to me to be almost a violation of our code of ethics. If there are 10,001 accountants in Ontario, there should be 10,001 volunteers. I’m returning again next week and next year to help some more.”

First-person account by Sheldon Buchalter, CA, Mintz and Partners, Toronto

Worldwide reporting standards proposed

“Last fall a United Nations-sponsored group issued a report setting out two lists of ‘minimum items for general purpose reporting of a transnational corporation.’ [The group] felt ‘more information on the social and economic impact of transnational corporations … should be disclosed to satisfy the growing interests of the general public, local communities and the international community.’ [The UN] has called for an international agreement … to make mandatory the application of relevant reporting standards.”

Alberta vs. PEI?

“The link between economic freedom and prosperity is clear: provinces that support low taxation, limited government and flexible labour markets benefit from greater economic growth. Provinces with reduced levels of economic freedom see lower living standards for families and fewer economic opportunities”

Fred McMahon, co-author of the Fraser Institute report Economic Freedom of North America 2012
Canada needs a single, unified accounting profession, with a common set of ethical and practice standards. One pre-eminent designation will be good for business, good for the public and good for all of us. We’re better as one.
Going Concern

Charlie Bredo, CA
Founder
Bow Valley Power

Company Profile: Bow Valley Power is an electricity retailer providing traditional and green energy to residential and business customers throughout Alberta. Established in 2010 and based in Canmore, Alta., the operation supplies power to customers in more than 120 communities in the province. Its largest client to date is the Fairmont Chateau Lake Louise.

Hot Factor: Alberta’s power production is five times more polluting than the national average due to its dependence on coal (it holds 70% of Canada’s coal reserves). With green power gaining momentum across the country, the opportunities in the West are still relatively untapped. In 2012, Bow Valley became EcoLogo certified to provide green power, which now comprises 30% to 40% of the company’s revenue. Bow Valley also puts 20% of its profit toward environmental initiatives and has partnered with local eco-minded retailers to offer incentives for new customers signing up with its service.

Cool Projects: The company launched a website in December 2012 that promotes green power — and the customers who use it — through videos and testimonials. Another goal is to create a tangible green project, such as a solar-powered picnic table you can plug your phone into while you’re having lunch.

In His Own Words: “Education is a huge part of what I do because people still don’t understand how electricity works. Reducing our impact on the environment is such an obvious thing, but we’re not doing enough about it. There’s a tremendous amount of opportunity in Alberta and I’d like to get to the point where Bow Valley Power is a recognized name for green power.”

Rosalind Stefanac

Must Haves
by Alan Vintar

Oakley’s new Airwave goggles bring performance on the slopes to the next level. Not only do skiers and snowboarders benefit from high-definition optics, they’re now able to see and analyze real-time information as it streams to a powerful heads-up display.

Located in the bottom right edge of the frame, this unobtrusive prism lens shows the action as it happens. The integrated GPS calculates speed, altitude, vertical descent and navigation (including maps for many ski resorts, and accuracy to within a metre), while a three-axis accelerometer and gyro sensors handle jump distances, height and air time.

And by pairing an iOS or Android smartphone via Bluetooth you can view incoming calls and text messages, as well as listen to and control music playlists.

Available in White Factory Text with Fire Iridium lens and Gunmetal with Black Iridium lens.

Price: $599.95 ca.oakley.com
ACCOUNTANTS ARE GOING SOCIAL

As are using social networking sites such as Facebook, Twitter and LinkedIn more frequently than they did two years ago, according to a CICA member survey. Seven in 10 respondents say they have visited a social networking site; nearly a third (32%) do so daily and almost half (49%) do so weekly. In comparison, only 17% of members visited social networking sites daily in 2010 and only 32% visited them weekly.

Facebook remains the most popular social media site, with 47% of respondents using it weekly and 28% daily — more than twice as many daily users as in 2010. Although LinkedIn and Twitter trail behind Facebook, their growth has been even more rapid. About a quarter (23%) use LinkedIn at least weekly and 5% use it daily, compared with only 7% who used it weekly and 1% who used it daily in 2010. As for Twitter, 12% use it at least weekly and 9% do so daily, compared with 3% weekly and 2% daily in 2010. YouTube is also widely used, with 26% of respondents using it at least weekly and 6% daily. (YouTube wasn't included on the 2010 survey.)

While Facebook is the most popular social media site among respondents, 83% say it is exclusively for personal use. A minority (13%) use Facebook primarily for personal reasons but also for some business purposes. The story is much different for LinkedIn and Twitter. LinkedIn is a business-oriented tool and a large majority (69%) use Twitter for reading business tweets.

John Tabone is CICA’s manager of member value and research services.
Establishing Canada’s newest accounting body

The Chartered Professional Accountants of Canada (CPA Canada) was established on January 1, 2013, and the organization is beginning to take shape. CPA Canada will support provincial accounting bodies that have unified and those that will unify under the CPA banner. The new national organization will be responsible for providing support to legacy CAs and CMAs on behalf of CICA and CMA Canada, as well as CPAs and CGAs participating in unification.

Strategic leadership, governance and oversight for CPA Canada will be provided by a new 16-member board of directors, co-chaired by Shelley Brown, FCA, and Cassandra Dorrington, FCMA. The new board brings together a cross-section of perspectives and includes regional and public representation as well as representation of the legacy designations participating in unification.

Strategic leadership, governance and oversight for CPA Canada will be provided by a new 16-member board of directors, co-chaired by Shelley Brown, FCA, and Cassandra Dorrington, FCMA. The new board brings together a cross-section of perspectives and includes regional and public representation as well as representation of the legacy designations participating in unification.

One of the first orders of business for the CPA Canada board of directors was the approval of CPA Quebec and the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario (ICAO) as Organization T

CPA BOARD AND MANAGEMENT:

Left to right, back row:
Joy Thomas, FCMA, executive vice-president, CPA Canada
Gerald Mills, FCPA, FCA, Ontario
Michel Théroux, FCPA, FCA, Quebec
Douglas Tkach, FCA, Western Region
Jonathan Levin, public director
Barb Carle-Thiessen, FCA, Western Region
Rod Wiley, FCMA, Western Region
Marcel Vienneau, public director
Kevin Dancey, FCPA, FCA, president & CEO of CPA Canada

Left to right, front row:
Dorothy Rice, FCMA, Atlantic Region
Bob Strachan, FCMA, director at large
Cassandra Dorrington, FCPA, FCA, co-chair
Shelley Brown, FCA, co-chair
Catherine Emrick, FCPA, FGA, Western Region
Stephan Robitaille, FCPA, FCGA, Quebec

Absent:
Colleen Gibb, FCPA, FCA, Ontario; Tom Conyers, FCPA, FCA, Atlantic Region; Jacques Côté, FCPA, FCMA, Quebec
How IT professionals can improve profitability and competitiveness

Faced with increasing uncertainty, businesses today need to develop a greater level of agility to enable them to adapt to changes in the business environment. New technologies can play an important role in this area; however, sometimes businesses focus on controlling IT costs but overlook the value of leveraging technology to help improve the performance of the enterprise as a whole.

Revenue growth, profitability and competitiveness are greatly enhanced when IT strategies and the overall strategies of the business are in close alignment.

At this year’s Canadian Conference on IT Audit, Governance and Security, co-presented by CICA in Toronto on March 26 and 27, IT professionals will have an opportunity to discuss how new and emerging technologies can be deployed to help improve business performance.

The conference features sessions on maximizing the benefits of the cloud, BYOD (bring your own device), NFC (near field communication), business managed technology, and multivendor IT support, while mitigating the risks they pose. Other sessions include how to harvest good intelligence from big data, insights into dealing with cyber threats, and social engineering attacks on social networks.

For more information and to register, visit www.cpa. cica.ca/IAudit.

Members of CPA Canada. “Their participation as members firmly establishes CPA Canada as a strong national accounting body,” said Brown. “The entry of CPA Quebec and ICAO along with their members means that CPA Canada already represents more than 70,000 members.”

The board also appointed Kevin Dancey, FCPA, FCA, as president and CEO of CPA Canada. Joy Thomas, FCMA, assumes the role of executive vice-president of CPA Canada. Both Dancey and Thomas are also leaders of CICA and CMA Canada respectively.

The board has set itself an ambitious agenda for the months ahead. “The development of the Canadian CPA certification program is one of the board’s top priorities,” said Dorrington. “We will draw on the best of the existing programs to create the certification program needed to produce Canada’s pre-eminent professional accountants. We want to make sure that it will be in place for delivery in parts of Canada by fall 2013 and that the first CPA exams will be offered in the fall of 2015.”

Other important priorities for the board include the development and implementation of the CPA branding strategy and the transition of the operations and employees of both CICA and CMA Canada to the new national organization.

Currently, accounting bodies representing more than 80% of Canada’s professional accountants are engaged in unification activities or have already merged under the CPA, including all CA bodies, all CMA bodies and CGA bodies in Quebec, Alberta, Newfoundland and Labrador, New Brunswick and Saskatchewan. The timing for use of the CPA designation will vary among the provinces as the profession is provincially regulated.

For timely, complete information about CPA Canada and the unification process, visit www.CPACanada.ca.

UBC DAP
The gateway to accounting

Accelerate your future with the Diploma in Accounting Program (DAP) at the University of British Columbia.

If you are a university graduate seeking a professional accounting designation, you can fast-track your education through the UBC Diploma in Accounting Program (DAP). UBC DAP’s curriculum is recognized by the Chartered Accountants School of Business (CASB) and satisfies most of the program requirements.

Application Deadlines

May start: March 1
September start: July 1

Courses now available online

Find out how DAP can accelerate your future: www.sauder.ubc.ca/dap
His Excellency the Right Honourable David Johnston, Governor General of Canada, has announced the appointment of Paul Cherry as an Officer of the Order of Canada “for his commitment to improving financial reporting, notably through his leadership in developing international accounting standards.”

Established in 1967, the Order of Canada is one of our country’s highest civilian honours, awarded to recognize a lifetime of outstanding achievement, dedication to community and service to the nation.

Since 2009, Paul Cherry has served as chairman of the IFRS Advisory Council of the International Accounting Standards Board. He is past chairman of the Accounting Standards Board of the Canadian Institute of Chartered Accountants, a position he held from 2001 to 2009. He received his CA designation in Ontario in 1974 and became a Fellow with the Ontario Institute of Chartered Accountants in 1991. In addition, he became a Fellow with the Institute of Chartered Accountants of New Brunswick in 2000. Cherry has served as chief accountant of the Ontario Securities Exchange Commission, senior technical partner of PricewaterhouseCoopers in Toronto and director of national accounting and auditing services of Coopers & Lybrand.

He also served as a Canadian representative on the International Accounting Standards Committee and chaired its Standing Interpretations Committee from 1997-2001.

Paul G. Cherry, OC, FCPA, FCA

Navigating through CICA’s vast range of online support for applying accounting and auditing standards just became a lot easier.

“CICA.ca offers hundreds of excellent resources to help members apply new financial reporting and audit and assurance standards,” says Karen McCardle, a principal in the guidance and support group.

“The challenge has been trying to find the resources you need — when you need them. We want to make that process easier.”

Part of the challenge has been the breadth and depth of the resources, which cover the full range of standards — financial reporting (IFRS, accounting standards for private enterprises, pension plans, not-for-profit organizations and public-sector entities) as well as audit and assurance.

To make it easier for users to find the information they need, the Applying the Standards section of the CICA website has been reorganized to make movement through the section more intuitive. Resources are organized first by assurance or accounting framework, such as IFRS, and then by types of activity, such as preparing financial statements.

Fast-track your search for standards implementation resources

Latest resources

The site is kept fresh with regular additions of new and timely resources. Some of the latest additions include:

- 2013 Financial Reporting in Canada under IFRSs — a comprehensive resource that explains IFRS requirements, discusses applications issues and analyzes presentation and disclosure requirements;
- IFRS webinars in archive:
  — Implementing IFRS 13, Fair Value Measurement
  — Implementing IFRS 10, Consolidated Financial Statements
  — Implementing IFRS 11, Joint Arrangements
- Practitioner’s Pulse webinars — a quick summary of key developments affecting members in practice, including standards application.

“CICA is focused on helping members, particularly those working in small to medium-sized firms and organizations, cope with the substantial changes to financial reporting and assurance standards,” says McCardle. “The work we’ve done to restructure the navigation to the standards-related section of the website will help people more easily find the resources they are looking for.”
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### RECENTLY ISSUED PRONOUNCEMENTS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CICA Handbook – Accounting</th>
<th>Date issued</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Part I Amendments Regarding Investment Entities</td>
<td>January 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICA Handbook – Assurance</td>
<td>January 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Section 7150, Auditor’s Consent to the Use of a Report of the Auditor in an Offering Document</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CICA Public Sector Accounting Handbook</td>
<td>February 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amendments to Section PS 3450, Financial Instruments</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### RECENTLY ISSUED DOCUMENTS FOR COMMENT (to March 31, 2013)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Accounting</th>
<th>Comment deadline</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED 2013 Improvements to Accounting Standards for Private Enterprises</td>
<td>June 1, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI Acquisition of an Interest in a Joint Operation</td>
<td>April 23, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI Clarification of Acceptable Methods of Depreciation and Amortization</td>
<td>April 2, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI Classification and Measurement: Limited Amendments to IFRS 9</td>
<td>March 28, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI Equity Method: Share of Other Net Asset Changes</td>
<td>March 22, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDI Sale or Contribution of Assets between an Investor and Its Associate or Joint Venture</td>
<td>April 23, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Public Sector</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ED Amendments to the Introduction</td>
<td>May 3, 2013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SOP Restructurings</td>
<td>17 May, 2013</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### WATCH FOR

| Amended Standards | Amendments to IFRS 9 Regarding Hedge Accounting |
| Documents for Comment | Financial Reporting by Not-for-Profit Organizations (Joint Accounting/Public Sector SOP) Leases (AcSB EDI) Rate-Regulated Activities (AcSB EDI) |

Legend

ED – Exposure Draft EDI – ED based on IFRS/ISA SOP – Statement of Principles

† Refer to each Handbook pronouncement for the effective date and transitional provisions.

The information published above reflects best estimates at press time. Please visit our website for the most recent information.
Peter H. Wood receives 2012 Bill Swirsky innovation award

The Bill Swirsky Innovation Leadership Award recognizes members or volunteers whose innovations have resulted in outcomes that have advanced the CA profession, accounting and/or financial reporting nationally and/or internationally. The 2012 award was recently presented by CICA and CaseWare to Peter H. Wood, FCPA, FCA.

Peter Wood earned his CA designation in 1973 at Clarkson Gordon (now Ernst & Young) and became a tax partner in 1981. During the mid-1980s, he launched Canada’s first tax bulletin board service, Canadian Tax Online, which provided Canadian accountants and lawyers with regular updates on tax legislation, case law and Revenue Canada rulings. He was a founding member of CICA’s Commodity Tax Committee and Commodity Tax Symposium (now in its 32nd year) and developed and taught numerous sales tax courses and workshops. In 1991, when the GST was introduced, his book, The Complete Guide to the GST (published by CICA), became a Canadian bestseller. Now in its 20th edition, the guide remains the bible for GST practitioners in Canada.

Wood led a team of business, tax and programming professionals to form Ernst & Young Electronic Publishing Services Inc. (EYEP) in 1990. The team developed desktop applications to provide electronic reference materials to the accounting and legal community through CICA — first on diskette, then CDs and DVDs. In 1995, it launched Canada’s first email- and Internet-based tax news service, TaxCast.

As is the case with many visionaries, Wood was often ahead of his time. In February 1995, he launched a website to provide Ernst & Young’s analysis of Canada’s federal budget. This was the first website for Ernst & Young worldwide. Moreover, it was the first for the Big Six firms in Canada. His keen interest in tablets and e-readers even back in the ‘90s foreshadowed one of his last projects before retiring from Ernst & Young in 2009 — the launch of Canada’s first Income Tax Act ebook for tablets and smartphones.

As a tax partner with Ernst & Young LLP (1981–2009) and president and CEO of EYEP (1990–2009), Wood practised different tax specialties, wrote and edited a number of tax publications and was responsible for knowledge management and technology for the firm’s Canadian tax practice. In addition to serving as a technology consultant to Canada Revenue Agency’s electronic commerce committees and the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, he also served as a tax policy consultant to the Department of Finance.

Wood was presented with the 2012 Bill Swirsky Innovation Leadership Award at a leadership group dinner in February.
Could auditors have prevented the failures of the 2008 financial collapse? A CICA/CPAB initiative analyzes proposals for an improved process

By Mary Teresa Bitti

Enhancing AUDIT quality

Does a corporate failure automatically mean there was an audit failure? This is the underlying question linking the proposals for enhancing audit quality coming from policy-makers, standard-setters and regulators in the EU, the UK and the US — the regions hardest hit by the global financial market collapse of 2008. Even though no one has directly blamed the auditors or the audit process for creating the crisis, many were left wondering what role they played and whether they could have prevented it. Were the auditors sufficiently independent, objective and skeptical?
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“We have to be sure Canada’s reputation on this front is of such a high quality that we are not disadvantaged when it comes to attracting foreign investment or when it comes to credibility.”

According to the proposals being floated, not so much.

It was a message James Doty, chair of the US-based Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB) drove home to Canadian thought leaders who came together for the Audit Quality Symposium organized by its counterpart, the Canadian Public Accountability Board (CPAB), back in December 2011. “If the story, if the numbers, are too good to be true, the auditors are supposed to call it,” Doty said. While he did go on to say that for the most part, auditors do protect investors, he also stated there is considerable room for improvement.

The same day, CICA and CPAB set the wheels in motion to arrive at a Canadian perspective and response and launched the Enhancing Audit Quality (EAQ) initiative. In short order, an arm's-length steering committee and three independent working groups were created to analyze the proposals and address the big-ticket issues of auditor independence, the role of audit committees and the audit reporting model. At this point, the working groups — handpicked to reflect all the stakeholder groups that will be impacted should any of the international proposals be adopted — have released discussion papers for comment. A final comprehensive report will soon be released that will provide relevant input to Canadian standard-setters, regulators and policy-makers and will give Canada a voice in the global discussions.

But were regulators, managers, investors and standard-setters here in Canada worried about audit quality before international proposals were floated a couple of years ago? Yes and no, says Kevin Dancey, CICA president and CEO. “Canada came out of the financial crisis fairly well, certainly relative to other countries around the world, but Canada is not an island within the global financial community. We operate in global capital markets and the auditing profession is a global profession. We are not immune to changes going on in the US, the UK and Europe. So that is why you do not see these proposals originating in Canada. However, having said this, focusing on ways to enhance audit quality is always on our agenda.”

The decision on the part of the CICA and the CPAB to collaborate and emerge with a uniquely Canadian perspective was strategic and designed to pack more punch. “Canada represents 4% of global capital markets. Is anybody going to care what Canada says? We thought by working in conjunction with the CPAB we’ll have recommendations and output that has a lot of credibility as opposed to just the regulator or professional body doing it,” says Dancey.

Brian Hunt, CEO of CPAB, has already circulated the audit reporting and independence discussion papers to the International Forum for Independent Audit Regulators and the European Commission. “We have 350 to 400 US Securities and Exchange Commission dual registrants. We have Canadian companies doing business and raising financing in Europe,” says Hunt. “The bottom line is whatever initiatives are put in place in the US, the UK or the EU will impact us here. Then the question is going to be, should we be adopting something similar? If we don’t, you’re not going to have the consistency that exists today. The initiatives have the potential to create confusion. That’s not good for the market.”

And that, at least in theory, is the point of the proposals: to help rebuild trust in the financial reporting system, in corporate leadership and in the stock markets globally. “Even though Canada has a mature environment for governance, audit quality, rules about audit committee activity, inspection of auditors, etc., there is no room for complacency,” says Peter W. Mills, a corporate director on Cadillac Fairview’s board, chair of the EAQ’s Auditor Independence Working Group and a member of the Independence Task Force updating the Canadian rules on auditor independence. “We have to be sure Canada’s reputation on this front is of such a high quality that we are not disadvantaged when it comes to attracting foreign investment or when it comes to credibility. That said, we cannot assume that measures that may be appropriate in other places are appropriate here.”

The three working groups were charged with assessing whether the international proposals will in fact improve audit quality and if the cost of the solutions will be worth the effort and expense. David Brown, a Canadian securities lawyer and former chair of the Ontario Securities Commission, serves as chair of the EAQ steering committee overseeing the Canadian working groups. “Committees have been focused on cost versus value and ensuring we are not putting a cost on the system that has negligible benefit. A lot of what we are calling for is enhanced communication from the auditors to audit committees and the public, not that they have to do more or different work. The cost would be incremental.” The same is not necessarily true of some of the EU proposals framed as auditor independence initiatives that are actually focused on audit concentration issues. “There is recognition that part of the EU objective is not so much audit quality as they are worried about concentration in the profession,” says Brown. There are so few audit firms that multinational companies can choose from.

Dancey points to a proposal from the UK that is gaining traction as an example of such an initiative and outlines the corresponding ripple effect in Canada. In this case, the proposal seeks to institute mandatory retendering of audit firms after 10 years on a comply-or-explain basis for the largest 350 public companies. “If a large UK-based multinational has operations here in Canada, then there would be retendering here as well,” he says. “That has implications for the audit firm doing the work, those asked to bid, including audit firms providing nonaudit services, and the company in having to go through that process. That’s just one proposal and it’s not as draconian as the European Com-
mission’s proposal of mandatory firm rotation or the proposal to institute audit-only firms, which would entail a complete restructuring of audit firms around the world.”

Auditor independence
Internationally there are a half-dozen initiatives focused on independence largely aimed at addressing the threat of familiarity when audit partners and firms become too cozy and therefore accepting of management.

In August 2011, PCAOB issued a concept paper looking at mandatory audit-firm rotation but did not specify a time frame. In November 2011 the European Commission recommended mandatory firm rotation after six years when only one firm is involved, and nine years in the case of joint audits. It also suggested a move to audit-only firms and further restrictions and limitations on firms providing nonaudit services to the companies they audit. As noted above, in April 2012, the UK’s Financial Reporting Council issued proposals that would require mandatory tendering of audits for FTSE 350 companies on a comply-or-explain basis after 10 years. Talk of joint audits was also making the rounds in Europe when the working group started making its assessments.

In its discussion paper, the Auditor Independence Working Group lists a variety of measures that have taken place in Canada over the past decade that have advanced Canadian management, auditors and audit committees on the audit governance continuum and that in many ways have already addressed the issue of independence. Some of these measures include: the establishment of the CPAB to inspect audit firms; the creation of the Auditing and Assurance Standards Oversight Council and auditor-independence standards; and a set of independence rules for audit-committee members. Mills points to safeguards such as defined limits on individual partners participating in an audit and the specified cooling-off periods once the maximum terms have been reached as examples. What’s more, he says, the average tenure of a president or CFO in major public companies in the US, for example, is seven or fewer years, which in itself mitigates the risk of the same auditors dealing with the same executive managers over a long period.

“There is no doubt the EU in particular is being quite active in terms of initiating proposals for change. In our report, we were not inclined to adopt the EU proposals around mandatory audit-firm rotation and note that the UK, for example, is initiating a retendering proposal, which appears to be a politically motivated response to blunt the more aggressive initiative the EU is proposing,” says Mills. “When PCAOB discussed rotation it did not specify a term. So at a minimum there is a lot more work to do there.”

While it rejected all the international proposals, the working group did agree with CPAB’s suggestion of mandatory comprehensive audit-firm review, which it offered as an alternative to both mandatory tendering and auditor rotation.

“Ultimately you want the best and most efficient audit the auditor can conduct at a reasonable price. If you have auditors coming in to audit a large organization, it takes them two to three years to get familiar with the organization. You can’t then flip them out every three to five years. It doesn’t make any sense. You don’t have the efficiencies or the thorough review of an audit that is necessary,” says Patrick Crowley, executive vice-president and CFO of OMERS and a member of the Auditor Independence Working Group. “Completing a comprehensive review of the auditor and their work on a periodic basis would provide enormous value for the organizations but also for the auditor and the investor who relies on the financial statements.”

“This isn’t just about independence,” Crowley says. “It’s about the perception of independence and a comprehensive auditor review creates a level of transparency because the intent is to assess the quality of the audit, the relationship with the auditor and includes input from regulators who have reviewed the audit working papers on the account. The results would be disclosed in the annual report so everyone understands what happened. If, for example, there is a change in auditors, the reason is publicly identified. That eliminates the need for mandatory rotation, which could hide a lot of the concerns companies have. There would be more work for audit committees and some incremental costs, but it would not have the financial impact a mandatory auditor rotation or a joint auditor would have.”

A comprehensive review also leaves room for judgment rather than prescription and leaves management in charge of the statements, the audit committee responsible for the audit and it leaves the auditor to complete its role, says Mills. “The roles of the three stakeholders are reinforced and the audit committee can do as deep a dive as is necessary annually or every five years.”

The only other change the working group would like to see is in the area of nonaudit services. In Canada, it is still possible for an audit firm to provide personal tax services for executives in a client company who might have some influence over the financial statements. “On its face, it’s questionable and it is prohibited in the US,” says Mills. “In my experience as a corporate director in Canada, the market has already gone there. Even though the rules permit it, I don’t believe it’s as widespread as it was 20 years ago. Still, we’d like to see better alignment with the US.”

At this point, the international initiatives are still a moving target, but there has been considerable pushback on both sides of the Atlantic to mandatory rotation, the proposal that would have the greatest impact on the ground in Canada.

In Europe, the call for a six-year mandatory rotation has been opposed and an alternative proposal of 25 years put forward. In the US, PCAOB has heard from 700 individuals and organizations and more than 90% of respondents do not support mandatory firm rotation. As well, the European parliament has nixed the call for joint audits and audit-only firms.
The role of audit committees
Arguably the initiatives have shifted the question from, Where were the directors? to Where were the audit committees? In September 2012, the Financial Reporting Council in London issued recommendations making the case for enhanced disclosure by the audit committee. This is a departure from the IAASB and other jurisdictions, including Canada, which favour enhanced disclosure by the auditor.

With its recommendation of a mandatory comprehensive auditor review, the Auditor Independence Working Group has in effect handed the torch to the Audit Committee Working Group to assist audit committees to be more proactive. Tom O’Neill, chair of BCE Inc. and chair of the Audit Committee Working Group, says one of the first questions he put to fellow committee members was, Why should an audit committee worry about audit quality? “Having put that monkey on the table, as a group we didn’t debate the independence group’s recommendation. We accepted it and worked from there.”

The group agreed it is best practice that audit committees do an annual review of auditors, while acknowledging the rigour may be different depending on the audit committee, the industry and the complexity and size of the company. It also believes that a more in-depth review every five years that builds on the annual review is a step in the right direction.

A challenge around implementing comprehensive reviews is how to scale the process for smaller companies — the drivers of the Canadian economy. “There are about 6,000 public companies in Canada, including mutual funds. Some 2,000 of those companies have a market cap of less than $10 million, which is very small,” says O’Neill. “Should these recommendations be applied to all public companies or should they be scaled back for smaller companies? Intellectually our group would say it should apply to all but this may be more an aspirational solution than it is a practical one. The fact is, mandatory comprehensive review will not fundamentally change the role or the communication between audit committees, auditors and management in major listed companies because they are already doing it. We are just codifying best practices of large-cap companies. That’s why we are sensitive to small-cap companies — they will be the ones most affected.”

According to Brown, a new concern of the working groups is the regulation proposed in late December 2012 by the Canadian Securities Administrators (National Instrument 51-103 Ongoing Governance and Disclosure Requirements for Venture Issuers). In effect, if the new legislation were to be adopted, it would reduce the responsibilities of audit committees for venture issuers when the EAQ working groups are recommending the responsibilities of the audit committee be increased. Stay tuned.

The working group would also like more collaboration with the CPAB and says that to do a proper job, audit committees need the results of audit reviews conducted by the CPAB — an idea that the CPAB and some of the major corporate players and chairs of audit committees have already been considering. When CPAB was first established in 2002, there was a fear that if it started disclosing results of audits from major firms the whole process would become more inward looking and firms would be on the defensive, making it difficult to get information. “What they are finding is that other jurisdictions are moving in the direction that perhaps we should be going,” says Brown. “The UK has gone the furthest on this front. The audit oversight body there publishes public audit reports on the reviews they’ve done on the nine major firms of the UK. They don’t disclose actual information about the audit files they’ve reviewed, only the fact they did review audit files. That seems to be working.”

CPAB is looking at how to best assist audit committees here in evaluating audit quality. “We’d like to see the audit committees focus more on audit quality, to take the CPAB findings where we criticized audit firms for lack of professional skepticism, for example, and raise that criticism with auditors,” says Hunt. “It would certainly give direction to auditors about what they need to get done.”

Audit reporting
Even though Canada did not experience the same fallout and problems other countries have as a result of the financial crisis and the Canadian Auditing and Assurance Board adopted International Standards on Auditing in 2010, there is an expectation gap in the Canadian marketplace between what some stakeholders, investors, analysts and perhaps even corporate preparers expect of the audit and what they are actually getting. The EAQ initiative was a good opportunity to address that gap, says Mark Davies, chair of the Audit Reporting Working Group and chair of the Auditing and Assurance Standards Board. “We approached the international initiatives in terms of assessing whether users of the financial statements have the information from the auditors they need in order to evaluate the business, and to make sure they understand not just what the auditor did but what they didn’t do,” he says. “When you look at those two pieces, is that expanding the role of the auditor in terms of reporting? In some cases the answer is yes. In many cases, it’s merely clarifying what they are already doing to try and manage this information and expectation gap.”

The international proposals that affect reporting fall into three buckets: auditor commentary; going concern; and other information. Particularly in the auditor commentary proposals, auditors are being asked to provide a level of depth and insight they have not provided in the past.

More specifically, the first aspect of the auditor commentary proposals is to direct the reader of the financial statements to those areas that are perceived to be of greatest importance or risk using emphasis of matter paragraphs. Davies likens it to a road map. The other aspect of auditor commentary is explaining the context of how the audit was performed and providing further

“Should these recommendations be applied to all public companies or should they be scaled back for smaller companies?”
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details around what the auditor did in terms of procedures and assessment of risk.

But there is a bigger problem with the proposals, says Sir David Tweedie, president of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland and former chair of the international and UK accounting standards boards, who spearheaded the overhaul of global accounting standards. Simply put, they don't go far enough. “In my personal opinion, the audit report is seriously flawed,” he says. “Having been an audit partner at one of the Big Four I knew there were some excellent audits but you wouldn't know that from the outside because you haven't seen what happened behind the scenes. You know soon enough when there is a bad one because it's splattered all over the financial pages. But the good ones disappear without a trace. That's part of the problem. Companies and investors see the audit as just a commodity. Why doesn't the auditor say what kept him awake at night, what he concentrated on, the big judgments, the fights with management? That is what the investor needs but doesn't get. What I'm saying to the firms is this is an opportunity — don't fight it. Auditors are on the firing line because people aren't sure what job they did. Present the facts, what happened, and there is your transparency and corporate governance.”

The working group supports the inclusion of an emphasis of matter paragraph or roadmap of financial statements. A similar provision has proven popular with investors in France, where it is required. The working group is less convinced of the value to readers of providing insights into the auditor's work. The question is, will knowing more about the auditor's specific approach and procedure enhance the decision-making process of the users of the financial statement? The working group didn't think so. As well, there are implementation concerns: how do you pair this up with management perspectives and which issues are worth pointing out?

“Going concern” is perhaps the proposal that could have the most significant impact on auditors' reports. It was also one the committee rejected. According to Davies, European regulators seem to be concerned with the need for auditors to comment on the viability of businesses going forward. This is not necessarily the view of the Auditor Reporting Working Group. What's more, it's not ultimately what the proposals do, says Davies. “There are two ways of preparing statements: on a going concern basis or on a liquidation basis if the company is being liquidated, which is rare. What is being proposed in the UK and Europe is that the auditor state in the audit opinion that the statements are being prepared on a going concern basis. This is not an indication of the viability of the company going forward. All it says is that you are not using the liquidation basis of accounting.”

Another piece in the going concern proposals touches on material uncertainty and calls on auditors to state not only when there is a material uncertainty related to going concern but also when there is no such uncertainty. “This provides no useful information and we are worried about the risk of misinterpretation by the user,” says Jean Bédard, professor, School of Accounting and chair in corporate governance at Laval University, member of the Auditing and Assurance Standards Oversight Council and member of the Audit Reporting Working Group.

Cindy Fornelli, executive director of the Center for Audit Quality in Washington, DC, feels going concern opinions wouldn't have prevented the financial crisis. “The financial crisis wasn't about financial reporting scandals or frauds. It was about companies taking extreme risk. Some people have asked why auditors didn't give going concern opinions to some of these organizations that crumbled. But when you look at Lehman Brothers and Bear Stearns, these were companies that were too highly leveraged and went bankrupt virtually overnight when people started calling in their loans. The system isn't set up to deal with the reputational failure that happened.”

Denis Desautels, chair of the Laurentian Bank and audit committee chair of both Bombardier and Groupe Jean Coutu, believes some of the proposals would in fact widen the expectation gap. “The auditor cannot ever be close enough to the business to understand the risks it is facing as well as senior management does. Asking him to be a judge over and above the representations made by management is asking a lot.”

It’s also an example of blurring the roles, he says. “Wearing my audit committee hat, another proposal that I felt blurred the roles was one around the auditors expanding their report to comment on the work of the audit committee. In terms of the hierarchy, the audit committee is above the auditor, not the other way around. How would that work?”

Transparency of the auditor process is another big focus area. To that end, the working group supports proposals to include descriptions of auditor responsibilities and it is exploring proposals aimed at expanding the information on which an auditor can provide assurance beyond the financial statement.

“If we are going to go down that path, work needs to be done to address how to go about providing that assurance, what is the framework we would use, what is the information we need to provide assurance over,” says Davies. “Could you provide assurance over management discussion and analysis? Potentially you could. Is there demand for that? Is there value in that? I wouldn't want to make that investment until we understood if users would view it as valuable and companies would be willing to compensate the auditor for it.”

In an opinion piece titled “Why didn't the auditor dog bark in 2008?” that ran in the Financial Post in October 2012, Brown shared the same concerns over cost versus benefit of the international proposals more broadly in the Canadian marketplace. “We need to be sure there will be corresponding benefit and that the solutions will work for Canada,” he wrote. The jury is still out.

Mary Teresa Bitti is a freelance writer based in Oakville, Ont.
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When Pierre Lessard took on a Quebec grocer ripe with debt, it was a big risk. But he proved his mettle by turning it into a national empire.

By Yan Barcelo

Metro’s MAN

Pierre Lessard likes bird hunting. But friends say he has a recurrent fault. He shoots the birds when they are too high in the sky and he often misses.

But aiming too high is not a fault Lessard exhibited in his long-standing career. As president and chief operating officer of Quebec-based grocer Provigo, then as president and CEO of Metro Inc., he aimed for the stars. And he reached them. That’s why in early 2012, Lessard was inducted into the Order of the Canadian Business Hall of Fame and was conferred an honorary doctorate degree by the Université Laval.

His most telling accomplishment is at the helm of Metro, where he took charge as president and CEO in 1990. At that time, the company’s revenue was $2.2 billion and it was hemorrhaging money. Thereafter, he relentlessly pushed sales upward to bring Metro into the triumvirate of the Canadian grocery empires, alongside Loblaw and Sobeys. As of September 2012, sales reached $12 billion, profit was $470 million and the employee count was 65,000.

Lessard’s secret formula: “You can have the best strategies in the world, but the first goal is customer satisfaction”
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In the 18 years under his stewardship, not once did sales take a negative turn. In 1990 Metro shares traded at 75¢ and today they trade at about $58.

And Lessard’s performance at Provigo was just as impressive, although he shares the credit with Antoine Turmel, the visionary who started the business. When Lessard was appointed president and chief operating officer in 1976, at the age of 34, Provigo’s sales were $500 million. Nine years later he left a company with sales of more than $4 billion. Profits multiplied tenfold, to $40 million from $4 million, and the share price stood at a healthy $24 compared with $2.

How much of this is to Lessard’s credit and how much to Turmel’s is anyone’s guess, but according to Michel Côté, a retired BMO Nesbitt Burns executive who helped Lessard structure acquisitions over the years, “it is certain that a lot must be laid at Pierre’s feet. He had a vision of food distribution that he systematically put in place.”

This highlights one of the two fundamental qualities that propelled Lessard through his career. “Pierre is an exceptional operator, but most of all, he’s a visionary,” says Paul Gobeil, a friend and collaborator since 1967 when they met at Provigo precursor Denault Ltée, where Gobeil was an external auditor. “He sees well in advance the road that leads to success and how things can evolve to get him there.”
“Pierre has his own style. He’s not a flamboyant man, but to lead a company it’s not necessary to be flamboyant like Steve Jobs. Pierre is a down-to-earth guy, and don’t forget that he has the training of an accountant and an MBA”

Côté shares this view. “Those who have imagination don’t always have their feet well grounded,” he says. “But Pierre combines vision, imagination and operational capacity. He’s one of the best I’ve seen.”

The man who occupies Metro’s executive chairman suite on Sherbrooke Street in Montreal is reserved, some might say guarded, and the fact that it took more than four months to get an interview with him is an indication of his discretion and reluctance to speak to the media.

“Pierre has his own style,” says Gobeil. “He’s not a flamboyant man, but to lead a company, it’s not necessary to be flamboyant like Steve Jobs. Pierre is a down-to-earth guy, and don’t forget that he has the training of an accountant and an MBA.”

BYOBB and other Harvard mores
Pierre Lessard was born in 1942 when the tide was turning in the Second World War, the second youngest son of an upper-middle-class family in the very provincial, conservative and religious Quebec City. His early schooling at a Jesuit college may have contributed to building his character and intellectual discipline. And by the time he was to enter university in 1961, the winds of change were blowing across the province, ushering in the heady days of the Quiet Revolution, as the transformation of Quebec in those years is referred to.

The vanguard of Quebec society wanted to take control of its economic destiny. Jean Lesage was elected premier in 1960. The education, social and health systems were taken out of the hands of the clergy and handed to state technocrats. The nationalization of electricity by Hydro-Québec would go into high gear and institutions such as the Caisse de dépôt et placement du Québec and the Société générale de financement were set up, laying the groundwork of what was to become Quebec Inc.

He didn’t know it yet, but Lessard was going to be one of the golden boys of this great change. In the Catholic environment of Quebec, going into business was not considered — Catholic. But Lessard had probably inherited a taste for business from his father who had been general manager of an important fisheries company before becoming a deputy minister in the Lesage administration. Furthermore, the period’s zeitgeist now favoured a business orientation. But the doors to admission were few. In fact there were only two: accounting or business management. Lessard chose accounting.

That training is evident in everything Lessard has done. First, there is a reserve, a certain blandness often ascribed to accountants; but there is also the unmistakable feel for numbers and hard data. “It has given me a lot of rigour and precision in my approach to decisions,” says Lessard. “Some say it’s a fault, but you try to seize all the elements in play. When you do make your decision, it’s based on the hard facts.”

Learning all about tomatoes
When he came back carrying the Harvard aura, Lessard could have landed just about any job he wanted in any corporation. But his entrepreneurial streak took charge. He joined Denault in 1967, a small food distributor with sales of $35 million.

What drew him in was Antoine Turmel, the company founder. “He had a clear plan and a vision, and that was to regroup dis-
tributors to form a major player in the food business and compete with the big players of that time, Steinberg and Dominion,” says Lessard. And that vision led to the acquisition of many small companies followed by mergers with the medium-sized companies Couvrette & Provost and Lamontagne Lité. This is where Lessard picked up the art of M&As. “Turmel was my mentor,” he acknowledges. “He taught me everything in the world of grocery.”

No longer small and regional, the now large and provincial Denault morphed into Provigo, and by the time Lessard became president and COO in 1976, it had sales of $500 million and more than 1,000 employees. Then, marshalling everything he had learned at Laval, Harvard and with Turmel, Lessard added his golden touch and propelled sales into the billions. From 1976 to 1985, he pushed them up to more than $4 billion.

Then a bolt flashed out of the sky. Turmel had been grooming his protégé to follow him at the helm of Provigo. Everyone knew this. But when Turmel was ready to hand over his mantle, the Caisse and Sobeys, which together held about 45% of Provigo’s stock, went over Turmel’s head and hired Pierre Lortie, a “wonder boy” who had done an outstanding job at the Montreal Exchange, as president and CEO of Provigo.

Cracks in the Quebec Inc. model suddenly became apparent. The Caisse, quintessential central player in the model, king maker par excellence, was teaming up with a major corporation from the Maritimes, ignoring the advice of a stellar entrepreneur to name an outsider to the Provigo empire’s top spot.

It sent shivers through the Quebec corporate community. “Going against Antoine Turmel’s choice simply bowled everyone over,” recalls Côté. “What brought the Caisse to join with Sobeys? We still don’t know. But in the 15 years that followed, everyone witnessed the withering of Provigo while Metro flourished.”

When he was hired, Lortie claimed you didn’t need to know how to sell tomatoes to lead Provigo. A telling mistake. Had he known how to sell tomatoes and understood the business, he probably would not have led Provigo down the path of diversification, acquiring different lines of business that proved dead ends.

As he admitted much later, Lessard was upset by the ordeal. But, ever the gentleman, he agreed to stay on for three months to ensure a smooth transition of power. Then he and collaborator Gobeil left. Gobeil went into politics. For his part, Lessard went on to Pathonic Communications, then Aeterna Life Insurance Co.

Memories of this episode are not ones Lessard likes to stir. He does offer this analysis. “Lortie was a manager bent on strategy; he was not an operator.”

Execution. There lies the secret formula. In the grocery business, you need to be hands on. “You can have the best strategies in the world,” says Lessard, “but the first goal is customer satisfaction.” Gobeil says, “The grocery business is one of a penny per can of beans. It’s a mass of details that you don’t just learn in the first week on the job. You need to soak in it for a long time.”
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Aiming for the stars
So, yes, you do need to know how to sell tomatoes. And for Lessard
the opportunity to prove it presented itself in 1990 when Metro
(then Metro-Richelieu Inc.) was searching for a CEO and he got
the job.

“With sales of $2.2 billion, Metro had an outstanding debt of
$200 million with only $100 million of equity,” he recalls. “It had
been losing money for the two previous years.”

After only one month in office, the banks knocked at his door,
wanting to call in $100 million worth of loans, claiming the com-
pany was not respecting the covenants. It would have killed Metro.
But Lessard showed what he was made of. Within four weeks
he produced a new budget — in itself quite a feat — that projected
cuts of $15 million and a return to profitability within a year.
The banks bought it and by 1992 profits were there: $18 million.
Success always seems obvious after the fact. “We were taking
a pretty big chance,” says Gobeil, who joined Lessard at Metro.
“Had we sunk into bankruptcy, people would have thought we
were two nitwits. If we succeeded, we were just doing our job.
But we knew we could turn the situation around.” They turned
it around so well that in 1992 Metro bought 48 Steinberg stores
for $100 million.

While Metro’s upward trajectory never slacked after, it was
not always a fun ride. For example, the purchase of Provigo by
Loblaw in 1998 sent shock waves across the Quebec business
establishment. Again, the Caisse gave precedence to an out-
side company rather than offering to
broker a deal with Metro. Now, not only
was Loblaw the 600-pound gorilla in the
rest of Canada, but in one swoop it was
dominant in the Quebec market. “We
felt threatened by Loblaw,” says Lessard.

Luckily, he was already looking into
expanding the company outside Quebec,
notably with the acquisition of 40 Loeb
stores in Ontario the following year,
1999. And in 2005, the acquisition he had
been preparing and planning for seven
years materialized: he purchased A&P
from its US parent company for $1.7 bil-
lion, doubling the size of Metro in one
decisive move, adding 250 stores and
making his company the second-largest
food retailer in Ontario.

Côté remembers how Lessard’s man-
gement style shone in such episodes,
especially the A&P acquisition. “I saw
him with his team and I admired his way
of dealing with them. He made sure they
were really with him. He made every
obstacle stand out, detailed every con-
sequence of his move. And when the
team showed signs of hesitation, he just
turned around and highlighted every
advantage.”

And that’s the key to Lessard’s man-
gagement philosophy: inspire your team
to success. How? “With objectives that are realistic, but ambi-
tious,” he says. But it’s a circular proposition: you inspire for
success, but knowing success is the key to inspiring your people.
Knowing how to play the two sides of that coin is the art of man-
agement at which Lessard has become a master.

Practising that art has allowed him, first, to build a provincial
kingdom from the modest beginnings of Denault, and then to
create a national empire from the difficult beginnings of Metro.
Now a new challenge arises, international in nature: the invasion
of US giants Walmart, Costco and Target.

Metro’s response until now has been, first, to build on the
close relationship it has with its customers. Clients increasingly
want local products, closer to home and its network of franchisees
and corporate stores gives it ready access to those. The other key
rests in segmenting markets and entering specialty niches. The
acquisition of a majority position in Adonis Markets, a major
provider of Middle Eastern and Mediterranean foods, is a recent
move in that direction. “Today, you need to segment almost down
to the level of the individual consumer and present him with a
local offer,” insists Lessard.

Carrying out those strategies to keep Metro ahead of the
pack is now the responsibility of La Flèche, who will succeed if
he remembers the key characteristic he assigns to the master:
“Underpromise, overdeliver.”

Yan Barcelo is a Montreal-area journalist
Wherever you go, there it is: politics at work. Ever wonder how to get rid of it? Well, you can’t. But you can learn how to play the game without losing

By Barbara Quinn

Managing politics

The vice-president of Human Resources was sitting at a fine restaurant with her Canadian colleagues, enjoying a relaxed evening with the visiting host, a senior executive of the large clothing company they all worked for. The wine flowed, the rack of lamb was juicy and amidst the tinkling of silverware against china that served as the background to the light-hearted banter came the question she will never forget.

“Tell me honestly: what do you think?”

The hosting CEO had just told her the company was trying to change its culture and was now interested in hearing her feedback. A relative newbie to the organization, she naïvely waded in with her observations about factory piecework and how perhaps it was incompatible with the company’s values. Like someone hitting the pause button, the table went deadly silent. All eyes turned to stare at the woman who had just poked at one of the core sacred cows of the company’s culture — at what was supposed to be a friendly social gathering. Fortunately, her straightforward answer wasn’t career limiting; in fact, she went on to lead a team that explored options to piecework. But the incident provided a valuable lesson: think carefully before taking on issues that are political with a capital P.

Most people have found themselves on the
wrong side of politics at one time or another in their careers. Whether you like the idea or not, politics matter; the higher up the ladder you move, the more you need to master the art form, as power concentrates at the top of the hierarchy. Launi Skinner, CEO of First West Credit Union in Langley, BC, and former president of US stores, Starbucks Coffee Corp., acknowledges that learning how to nurture relationships with powerful people accelerated her career. “The more people know you, the more they are loyal to you,” she says. “But I have also learned that the respect of my peers is as important as that of my boss.”

Many human resources consultants wish others would learn this lesson. How often have you seen an executive’s power evaporate the moment his or her sponsor leaves the building? People have actually been known to make bets on how long a former golden girl or boy will last once his or her halo protector has gone. One manager said, “Today is the happiest day of my entire career” when a colleague had been terminated, someone who apparently had spent years condescending to the employees and coworkers, “the little peers.” Although power is largely derived by association, if you lack the appropriate skills and reputation, it will eventually catch up to you. One of the primary lessons in managing politics is to earn credibility in your own right and not rely solely on the good graces of the boss.

Without credibility, you will appear insincere, and everyone sees through a phony. One human resources consultant found endless amusement watching the antics of an ambitious executive while she was facilitating his team at a three-day offsite planning session. Every time the boss uttered a word, the keener made sure to show his admiration by murmuring “brilliant idea” or some other flattering insight. At lunch three days running, he managed to jockey into position right beside the boss — no easy feat, considering the dining-room table sat 14. One day,
he had to bob and weave in the doorway of the dining room as the boss kept sitting down then changing his mind.

This ambitious executive is the type of person who gives politics a bad name. He demonstrated how not to play politics, when in fact you can be incredibly political but still have integrity.

As Skinner points out, “You have to learn to play politics well enough but still feel good about your values.” That means having the courage to take a stand when a decision is in direct opposition to your principles, even if it means disagreeing with your boss. “I once found myself on the opposite side of a decision that did not sit well with me," Skinner says. “[It was] not an ethical issue, but it was profoundly important to me. In the end, I had to part ways with the organization because I had to stand up for my values.”

Some people think they can avoid office politics by keeping their heads down and just doing their job, but you do this at your own peril, says Courtney Pratt, chairman of human resources consultants Knightsbridge Human Capital Solutions in Toronto. You may not like politics but it’s a reality. It’s best to understand how power works and find mutual solutions rather than go head-on into a win-or-lose battle. “Sometimes you will decide to fight the power structure,” says Pratt, “knowing that if you lose, you will either have to live with it or leave the organization.”

No wonder politics is not for the faint of heart. Even a simple change of boss can turn the wheel of fortune. Consider the once-promising executive who had shot up quickly, then lost it when he failed to land the top marketing job. He watched one of his promising executive who had shot up quickly, then lost it when he had to bob and weave in the doorway of the dining room as the boss kept sitting down then changing his mind.

As Skinner points out, “You have to learn to play politics well enough but still feel good about your values.” That means having the courage to take a stand when a decision is in direct opposition to your principles, even if it means disagreeing with your boss. “I once found myself on the opposite side of a decision that did not sit well with me,” Skinner says. “[It was] not an ethical issue, but it was profoundly important to me. In the end, I had to part ways with the organization because I had to stand up for my values.”

Some people think they can avoid office politics by keeping their heads down and just doing their job, but you do this at your own peril, says Courtney Pratt, chairman of human resources consultants Knightsbridge Human Capital Solutions in Toronto. You may not like politics but it’s a reality. It’s best to understand how power works and find mutual solutions rather than go head-on into a win-or-lose battle. “Sometimes you will decide to fight the power structure,” says Pratt, “knowing that if you lose, you will either have to live with it or leave the organization.”

No wonder politics is not for the faint of heart. Even a simple change of boss can turn the wheel of fortune. Consider the once-promising executive who had shot up quickly, then lost it when he failed to land the top marketing job. He watched one of his peers emerge as his new boss. The executive began to pout during meetings, openly criticize and find fault with anything his boss said and slowly lost his well-earned credibility. His company gave him an ultimatum: fix his attitude or enjoy a career elsewhere.

To his credit, he had the guts to open himself to tough feedback. By listening and changing his ways, he was able to restore the luster of his reputation.

Being open to outside opinions is key to maintaining and even increasing your power. “We need to be willing to regularly invite feedback from straight shooters who will give us an honest opinion, even if it’s painful,” says Mario Paron, regional managing partner, region east at KPMG in Hamilton and former chief human resources officer at the firm. People who feel blindsided by politics are those who don’t invite this kind of feedback; it takes a strong sense of self-awareness and the ability to shrink one’s ego. Those afraid to ask for feedback are often afraid of losing power when in fact they gain power by taking charge. One human resources mentor said, “If you want power, just take it. Don’t wait for anyone else to give it to you.” Taking power means taking charge of your destiny, not waiting for events to unfold around you.

Start by seeking advice from trusted colleagues outside your organization to get some perspective on whether you can turn the politics around and how you might do that. Before consulting anyone inside your organization, including the HR department or your boss, be clear on your intent: do you want to stay and give it a go or do you feel it is time to move on? If you want to stay, it’s time for a heart-to-heart talk with your boss to enlist his or her support in helping you regain your power and influence. While it may feel risky, it is actually the most positive thing you can do. Why? Because people will admire and respect you for it.

However, if staying does not seem worthwhile, there is another option: negotiating a severance package. Whenever politics have gotten so bad that an employee feels miserable toward his or her boss or employer, the feeling is often mutual. There may be openness on the boss’ or company’s part to work out a deal. If you decide a package is your best bet, invest an hour with a lawyer; he or she can help determine your options and the best strategies for proceeding with the negotiation. Remember to act as a consummate professional with your parting employer: be respectful and neutral, with no visible axe to grind. Your reputation is worth it.

Despite our best efforts, most of us will admit to improving our political skills after a bracing development experience in humility — there is nothing like it for a lasting lesson in the give and take of power. The key to successfully managing politics is realizing that we cannot always control what happens, but we can control how we choose to handle the politics.

Barbara Quinn is a writer and consultant with 22cpartners in Toronto.
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Planning tools for special situations: Part II

Special needs present challenges to advisers and also an opportunity to offer value and comfort to their clients.

In Part 1 some of the questions you need to ask clients in order to fully understand their special-needs situation were outlined. Provincial support using the Ontario Disability Support Program and inheritances and the use of trusts were examined. Part II looks at the tax planning tools you should be aware of when advising in special-needs situations.

Disability tax credit

The credit for mental or physical impairment, the disability tax credit (DTC), is a nonrefundable personal tax credit that, in 2012, is worth approximately $1,700 of combined federal and provincial tax savings (although this amount varies by province). If the DTC is for a child under 18 there may be additional disability supplements, based on family income, that become available because of DTC eligibility. Any unused DTC can be transferred to a parent or a supporting relative. For example, if a client supports a parent who is eligible for but not able to use the DTC, your client may claim the credit.

To be eligible for the DTC, an individual must have an impairment in physical or mental functions that is expected to last 12 months or more, and even with the use of aids or medication, the impairment must be severe enough to affect at least one activity of daily living, including hearing, speaking, walking, feeding, dressing, elimination and logical mental functions. Mental infirmity, learning disabilities and situations including cumulative impairments seem to present the most challenge for DTC eligibility.

Entitlement for the DTC is determined by the Benefit Programs Directorate of the Canada Revenue Agency (CRA), however, the directorate neither processes the tax credit nor advises the assessing department that someone has become eligible. In many cases the determination may be retroactive. The taxpayer relief measures allow for retroactive DTC claims to a maximum of 10 years to claim the prior credits. A taxpayer will have to file T1 adjustment requests for the relevant years.

If an individual is not in agreement with the CRA’s conclusion regarding eligibility for the DTC, normal methods of recourse such as filing a notice of objection or appealing to the Tax Court of Canada are available, even if there is no amount of tax in dispute. For example, where an individual requires eligibility for DTC in order to open or maintain a registered disability savings plan (RDSP) but there is no assessment of tax, the individual can appeal the DTC eligibility determination. This is a relatively new development.

For DTC applications made after June 26, 2011, determinations can be requested back to 2010 and the regular objection deadlines apply. In cases where the DTC application was made prior to June 27, 2011, an appeal relating to any of the 2008 through 2011 taxation years must be made within 180 days of the issuance of the determination.

Other benefits that arise from DTC eligibility include:

- eligibility for RDSPs;
• extended contribution period for RESP of 35 years and an extension of the duration of the plan to 40 years;
• the ability to use a preferred beneficiary election;
• the child disability benefit;
• possible additional DTC amount for a child under the age of 18;
• tax-free disability related employment benefits;
• enhanced tuition credit and education amounts;
• use of RRSP funds to purchase a home under the home buyers’ plan (HBP), even if it is not your first home;
• you can withdraw RRSP funds under the HBP to fund the purchase of a home for a related person who is eligible for the DTC;
• an additional $500 is eligible for the fitness and/or arts credits as long as you paid at least $100 for the eligible program;
• the ability to claim a child as a dependant, even if he or she is over 18;
• the working income tax benefit disability supplement; and
• selected additional medical expenses.

Other tax planning tools
A thorough understanding of what expenses are eligible for the medical expense tax credit (METC) is also helpful. Most expenses do not require DTC eligibility but other strict criteria may apply. Some medical expenses eligible for METC include:

• expenses to travel out of town, province or country for medical treatment;
• special schooling;
• tutoring where required due to a mental infirmity or learning disability;
• expenses relating to renovations or alterations to a home;
• expenses relating to the construction of the principal place of residence;
• expenses relating to alterations to driveways; and
• cost of marijuana for patients authorized to possess marijuana for medical purposes.

A nonrefundable caregiver tax credit is available to provide tax relief to individuals who reside with and provide in-home care for a parent or grandparent 65 years old or older, or an infirm relative. In the latter case, the care recipient must be dependent on the individual because of mental or physical infirmity. The caregiver tax credit for 2012 is worth about $880. For 2012 and later taxation years, an individual who is providing care to an infirm dependent relative may also be entitled to claim a family caregiver tax credit worth approximately $300. Both credits are reduced based on the dependant’s income.

Health and welfare trusts
Another tax planning tool that should be considered is a health and welfare trust (HWT). Employers can create this trust to help
fund employees’ medical expenses. Although the Employee Life and Health Trust rules in the Income Tax Act seem to restrict the ability to use HWT the CRA has, informally, stated it has no current plans to withdraw or modify its administrative allowance of HWT as described in Interpretation Bulletin 85R2.

Administratively, the CRA allows a deduction to the employer for contributions made to a HWT (and no employment benefit to the employee) if certain administrative conditions are met. If the conditions are not met, the HWT may become an employee benefit plan or create a shareholder benefit. Employers may want their HWT administered by an arm’s-length trustee company. These companies charge administration fees but add an element of independence that is important. Examples of eligible medical expenses that can be paid by these plans are:

- portion of expenses not covered by the employee’s medical plan;
- medical equipment;
- vehicle modifications;
- driveway widening;
- home construction or renovation costs;
- special schooling;
- tutoring;
- out of country (or province) medical costs;
- physiotherapy; and
- massage therapy.

Even with administration fees, an owner-manager could save more than $5,000 on $25,000 of medical expenses through the use of an HWT instead of earning a salary and claiming a medical expense tax credit.

Stable housing

Clients are often concerned about providing a safe place for their loved ones to live. Where a mental infirmity is severe, the family member may not have the ability to advocate for him- or herself or make appropriate decisions. To ensure accommodation for a family member with a physical or mental infirmity, some clients may be able to donate the residual interest in a home to a charity on the condition that the family member is provided with the right to live in the house for life. The CRA is of the view that for purposes of the donation tax credit the eligible amount of the gift is reduced by the value of the advantage received by the family member. A valuation of the residual interest in the house must be obtained. The CRA’s view is that it is the charity’s responsibility to determine the value of the residual interest, and if such amount cannot be reasonably ascertained, no charitable tax deduction or credit will be allowed. The matter of how the annual expenses will be funded must also be addressed.

Other tools to consider include: RDSPs; RESPs; the rollover of a deceased parent’s or grandparent’s RRSPs, RRIFs or registered pension plan (RPP) to a child’s or grandchild’s RRSP or life annuity if the child or grandchild was financially dependent on the parent or grandparent because of a physical or mental infirmity; the rollover of RRSPs, RRIFs or RPP to an RDSP for a child or grandchild who was financially dependent on the deceased because of a physical or mental infirmity; and a 2012 federal budget proposal will permit the rollover of RESP investment income to an RDSP after 2013 where the RESP beneficiary is eligible for the DTC.

Also consider the possible rollover of RRSP or RRIF proceeds to a lifetime benefit trust. An LBT is defined in the Income Tax Act and is similar to a Henson Trust. The proposals are still draft but are intended to allow a taxpayer to leave his or her RRSP or RRIF for the benefit of a mentally infirm dependant (the sole beneficiary of the trust). The provisions do not apply to a physically challenged dependant unless there is also a mental infirmity. The LBT must use the RRSP or RRIF proceeds to purchase a “qualifying trust annuity” under which the LBT is the annuitant. Any amounts paid out of the LBT to the beneficiary will be taxable to the beneficiary, and any remaining amount at the time of the beneficiary’s death will be taxable in the year of his or her death. After the death of the beneficiary, the remaining amount could be available to other named beneficiaries in the LBT.

As of July 1, 2011, proceeds from an RRSP, RRIF or RPP can be rolled into an RDSP (for deaths occurring after March 3, 2010). As many provinces exclude RDSPs from the eligibility test for provincial supports, maximizing RDSP contributions (the cumulative limit is $200,000) can be effective, even though the government won’t pay the Canada Disability Savings Grant on these transfers.

Where an individual has federally regulated locked-in funds, they may be able to make withdrawals of up to 50% of the yearly maximum pensionable earnings ($25,050 in 2012) for certain medical and disability-related expenditures for any person, even if the person is unrelated. The withdrawal is taxable to the planholder. Where the locked-in funds are regulated provincially, it will be necessary to refer to the appropriate provincial legislation to determine if these withdrawals are allowed.

Other ideas that come to mind in special-needs planning situations include income splitting with a low-income parent (watch for any effect on OAS and GIS entitlements); funding a tax-free savings account for a dependent person 18 or older or an infirm spouse; and purchasing life insurance on the caregiver in order to ensure funds are available after the caregiver passes away.

Ask the difficult questions

While special-needs situations present challenges to advisers, they are also an opportunity to provide value and comfort to clients. Be bold and ask clients the necessary personal questions: what type of support the special-needs family member requires now and in the future, who can provide it, who the guardian should be, how much financial support is required annually, whether provincial support programs are important, whether siblings want to (or should) be involved in caregiving, whether institutional care may be necessary. You get the picture.

Listen to the answers and involve other professionals. Consider government programs, Henson and inheritance trusts, rollovers, insurance, etc. The plan should be clearly documented and, where appropriate, discussed with other family members. Finally, all the planning should be reflected in an updated estate plan, new wills and powers of attorney.

Peter Weissman, CA, TEP, is a partner and Jody Wong, JD, is a tax senior with Cadesky and Associates LLP in Toronto

---

Technical editor: Jay Hutchison, tax managing partner, Canada, E&Y
There are many inherent barriers to making good judgments, but they can be overcome with some effort and proper safeguards.

Professional skepticism is a cornerstone of audit quality. It defines the quality of each audit judgment and, to a significant extent, is the essence of the audit. The connection between skepticism and professional judgment is complex, which research across many professional disciplines is proving. The relationship needs to be better understood to improve our audits.

Skepticism is a questioning attitude; exercising professional judgment is a process required in forming an opinion of value. Having a skeptical attitude is essential for auditors when analyzing evidence, looking for inconsistencies in data and considering explanations from management. That attitude shapes the actions required in forming a professional judgment. And auditors need to make every judgment count on every audit they undertake.

There is a significant body of research that shows our brains are prone to make cognitive judgment errors in a variety of circumstances. Our lightning-fast intuition can lead us to dangerously incorrect assumptions of which we can be completely unaware. Research also claims that serious cognitive errors are a part of our human DNA, hard-wired into our physical being. Our brain, it turns out, naturally works against skepticism, and for some very good evolutionary reasons. As we can’t be reprogrammed, the best we can hope for is awareness. This is an issue that affects more than just the auditing profession. As such, it is instructive to look at other disciplines to obtain insight into how these barriers affect making good judgments.
Unconscious cognitive errors: barriers to making good judgments
Over the years, cognitive psychologists have identified many inherent barriers to making good judgments. These barriers are especially relevant to professionals — that includes auditors — making difficult judgments under stressful situations. Our intuitive thinking processes can unconsciously dull or even eliminate our professional attitude of skepticism in certain circumstances. If an issue does not activate an auditor's skepticism button, then it won’t be the focus of professional judgment.

While these barriers can be overcome, to do so requires being conscious of our natural traits to act in certain ways and the need to apply effort to get past them.

To help compensate for these natural traits, it is helpful to know of at least three barriers to making good judgments that are likely to be very relevant to professional auditors, regardless of their position in a firm or area of specialization.

Overconfidence bias
Research shows that people are more confident in their ability to make good judgments than they should be. We make snap judgments based on past experience, which is not helpful during an audit when this experience is not relevant to the decision at hand.

For example, many auditors think they have a good feel for selecting sample sizes and interpreting the results of their tests (Thinking Fast and Slow, Daniel Kahneman). Many highly educated professionals in other fields with training in statistics think the same way. Research demonstrates that most people are lousy intuitive statisticians; we just don’t naturally process information this way.

Instead, we are prone to jumping to conclusions regardless whether the size of the sample is statistically valid or not. This natural bias can be disastrous for an auditor relying on a statistically unsound sample. The natural reaction for an auditor is to be overconfident in accepting results based on prior experience, and this may be a dead wrong conclusion as significant variations from the norm are not uncommon in a much-too-small sample drawn at random from a population.

Another example of the overconfidence bias: upon seeing a set of facts, immediately reaching a conclusion based on prior experience — especially if it was recent. We naturally discount statistically remote outliers, gravitating to what we know was correct in the past. In fact, the remote outlier might be evidence of a serious and new problem. This failing is compounded by tight deadlines, tired professionals and a need to move on to the next crisis. Sound familiar?

A natural tendency to overconfidence can lead to seriously flawed judgments in any audit. But deciding to test larger samples and more fully explore anomalies comes with a cost — more time. This increase can be especially burdensome in a very small audit.

Starting points affect your judgments
Research shows that our judgment regarding the reasonability of an estimate is heavily influenced by the initial estimate provided (often referred to as an anchor by cognitive psychologists).

In one experiment, two groups of real estate agents asked to quote a reasonable buying price were shown different asking prices; one higher than the actual price and one lower. When asked about influences, both groups said the asking price was not a factor in their estimation. The agents shown the higher price recommended a buying price significantly higher than the agents who were shown a lower amount.

In another experiment, judges were asked to recommend a sentence for a petty crime after rolling a die that was rigged to show either a three or a nine, an event they knew in advance had nothing to do with their task. On average, judges who rolled a nine suggested a sentence of eight months; those rolling a three averaged a sentence of five months (Thinking Fast and Slow).

Replace an initial management inventory obsolescence estimate (the anchor) for the asking price of a house and you begin to see the possible impact on auditors evaluating management judgments. Research conducted with experienced auditors shows they have a natural tendency to start from management’s anchor instead of stepping back and judging an appropriate range from the underlying facts. This can lead to serious judgment errors ("Analytical Procedure Results as Substantive Evidence," W.R. Kinney, Jr. and C.M. Haynes).

Our brains are highly susceptible to suggestion. While this statement might seem obvious, it comes as a shock that experienced professionals are as susceptible to suggestion as everyone else. Overcoming the power of suggestion takes concentrated effort. It requires a process to force the professional to step back and question something that intuitively seems acceptable.

Judgment bias resulting from availability of information
Our most recent memories also disproportionately affect our initial judgments. This can work two ways: current events or experiences can blow a small risk out of proportion and cause us to overreact, while a likely risk we have no recent memory of can be inappropriately discounted. Either way, our judgment will be biased based on recent memories. This can lead to judgment errors in audits in several ways.

For example, numerous studies show that recent events reported in the media can have a disproportionately large impact on our judgments (Thinking Fast and Slow). Earthquakes and other natural disasters frequently result in immediate increases in insurance prices, even though there is no evidence that the likelihood of a future loss has increased. Man-made environmental
disasters also frequently result in significant and costly public policy actions that, in many cases, may be disproportionate to the risks involved.

On the audit front, risks associated with a new financial instrument may go undetected by an auditor and management team because of a lack of experience with the new product. This was a contributing factor to the surprise of Canada’s sudden asset-backed commercial paper market collapse in 2007. However, recent events such as problems in some sovereign debt markets may make auditors overreact to conditions in unrelated markets. Our natural judgment process is highly affected by readily available memories. It takes conscious effort to overcome this natural tendency.

Overcoming inherent cognitive bias

Unconscious cognitive errors are very real human traits. Usually we are not conscious of their effect on our day-to-day judgments. While these traits can result in efficient and reasonably accurate choices for most of our routine decisions, our unconscious bias is the enemy of skepticism in complex situations. Basing conclusions on insufficient evidence, an inappropriate starting point, and recent memories can get professionals into serious trouble.

Judgment bias can be overcome, but not without effort. Implementation of safeguards in every audit will help guard against inherent bias. Many of the larger accounting firms have developed strategies to heighten professional skepticism and help overcome judgment bias. These strategies are expensive to develop and to maintain. However, it is just as critical for smaller firms — and especially sole practitioners — performing engagements to adopt processes to overcome inherent judgment bias and heighten skepticism. These processes must be appropriate for small audit teams in order to be effective.

Up next month: processes for making good judgments in micro-entity audits.

Phil Cowperthwaite, FCA, is a partner of Cowperthwaite Mehta and a member of the IFAC’s Small and Medium Practices Committee

Technical editor: Ron Salole, vice-president, standards, CICA
Universal life policies have gone the way of the dodo bird in many countries. Is this the case for Canada and should we care? If so, why?

A financial product will never evoke the emotions of the nearly extinct cuddly giant panda or cute African penguin, but estate planning advisers are beginning to fear that universal life (UL) policies will eventually go the way of the dodo bird.

Until very recently, UL was the new kid on the block, and it wasn’t supposed to meet its demise so soon.

Life insurance policies can be traced to ancient Rome, while modern life insurance originated in 17th century England. UL is merely decades old and at its inception was hailed as a major step forward in transparency and flexibility from its predecessor, whole life. As its “unbundled” sister, UL has offered permanent coverage at lower premiums — in plain English, if there is no need for the death benefit or cash values to grow over time, the premiums can be much less costly.

However, a confluence of events over the past decade has punished insurance companies offering UL to the point where some have pulled their products. The remaining providers tacitly acknowledge that not only are they getting an insufficient return on capital, in many instances they are losing money on new policies sold.

The main culprit is our low interest-rate environment. UL’s level cost of insurance is predicated on the assumption that a new policyholder (say a 40-year-old male non-smoker) would pay $1,000 a month ($12,000 a year) for $2.5 million of permanent coverage. Rather than taking out a term policy that will expire after 10 or 20 years (which would be cheaper initially), this forward-looking man decides to add an asset to his financial balance sheet rather than an expense on his personal income statement.

So actuaries based the pricing on the insurance company receiving premiums for 40 or 45 years (approximately $500,000) and being on the hook eventually for $2.5 million. (This is a simplified example given the fact that some policies will lapse, etc.)

As life expectancy and mortality continue to improve — and each generation’s 40-year-olds have been living longer than expected — the insurance companies have had double wins in that they have been collecting more
years of premiums and have delayed the eventual payouts. In our inflationary world, paying out $1 five or 10 years later than expected in relatively much cheaper dollars has been a net positive to the bottom line of insurance companies.

However, overwhelming this win has been anemically low interest rates. For an insurance company to turn a profit, $500,000 of collected premiums must be invested prudently to ensure that at least $2.5 million is available to be paid out to beneficiaries at the time of the policyholder’s passing.

When long-term government interest rates were 6% or more, this was possible. As fans of the rule of 72 are aware, a 6% rate of return will mean that money doubles in 12 years, and $1 turns into $4 in 24 years. However at 3%, it takes the full 24 years for $1 to turn into $2, and a full 48 years for that $1 to turn into $4. Remembering that the $500,000 is collected over the next 40 or 45 years, insurance companies do not have the ability to invest the collected premiums at a high enough rate of return to earn a profit on the policy.

Of course, low interest rates could suddenly increase and save insurance companies, but each passing year they remain low is another year of compounding at the higher rate that is forgone.

So, if insurance companies have priced these products too low — which they have — why don’t they simply increase prices to a profitable level? Over the past few years they have done so, but competitive pressures have meant they did not raise them when they should have, nor have they raised them to the appropriate level for our lower interest-rate environment. Recall that over 48 years, $1 at 6% turns into $16, while at 3%, $1 turns into $4. So in rough numbers, the 40-year-old perhaps should be paying much more than $1,000 a month — UL purchasers of the past few years have locked in very attractive guaranteed long-term rates of return for their beneficiaries.

A second factor is the reserve requirements regulators (such as OFSI) ensure that insurance companies put aside in recognition of these long-term liabilities. As interest rates fall, capital that insurance companies put aside grows. Compared to capital “lite” products such as term insurance, whole life, segregated funds and mutual funds, sales of UL products have made achieving return on investment targets increasingly challenging.

As most insurance companies are now public-stock companies as opposed to mutual companies (through the process of demutualization, much of which took place in the ’90s), another related factor is that stock analysts prefer predictable stable earnings. With the move to IFRS and mark-to-market required pricing (which assumes our current low interest rates continue for the infinite future), small interest-rate movements can cause great paper gains or losses. In a declining interest-rate environment over the past few years, these have been losses, which many insurance company CEOs are growing weary of explaining to shareholders.

Ironically, in some ways the mutual form of company ownership, which companies enthusiastically moved away from, may have been an improved form of corporate ownership for the long-term nature of these products.

In the past, large mutual insurance companies successfully ignored the short-term noises in equity markets. While critics derided their inefficiencies, often viewing them as slow moving and unreceptive to policyholder concerns, the pendulum has perhaps now swung too far the other way, with shareholders asking on a quarterly basis why the companies are not producing a regular and acceptable return on capital. The reality is that while a well-run insurance company should produce an acceptable profit when measured over a multidecade span, even the best-run company will struggle to show a consistent and regular return on investment in the economic times we are currently experiencing. What we are seeing today is that shareholders investing in these businesses are unable to understand or unwilling to match their investing time horizon with the lifespan of the products.

These changes are happening globally. Standard Life was the first to offer individual insurance policies in 1833. However, at the end of 2011, it stopped selling individual policies, preferring to focus on its suite of asset-management and group products.

At the same time, Sun Life decided to leave the US individual

**Standard Life was the first to offer individual insurance policies in 1833. At the end of 2011 it stopped, preferring to focus on asset-management and group products**

insurance market for many of the reasons outlined above, including an unfavourable return on capital for the foreseeable future.

Today in Australia, there are no UL policies sold with level cost of insurance. So, if this indeed is the future for Canada, should we care? And if so, why?

For starters, choice for clients and their advisers is never a bad thing. The need for significant liquidity upon death has certainly not abated — whether for family income needs, US estate-tax needs, beneficiary needs or corporate shareholder requirements.

Many consumers would be hard pressed without checking to know exactly what type of policy they own. Hopefully, they know if it is permanent or temporary (term), but the nuances of whole life versus universal life, or whether it is level cost of insurance or yearly renewable term, are likely not at top of mind. However, if they worked with a good adviser when they implemented the policy, they probably benefited from the choice of available and competitive products in the marketplace.

The trend is that many of these factors may be disappearing, and just like the dodo bird, they may not be truly appreciated and missed until they are suddenly gone.

Andrew Guilfoyle, CA, CFA, is a partner at Guilfoyle Financial, which provides life insurance and investment strategies to assist with the accumulation, preservation and transfer of wealth.

Technical editor: Garnet Anderson, CA, CFA, vice-president and portfolio manager, Tacita Capital Inc. in Toronto.
Soft lobs, deadly sting

Testifying in court as an expert witness can be intimidating, but it can also be exhilarating — just don’t stray beyond your expertise.

It was the type of cunning question by a defence lawyer I had been warned about. A seemingly innocent inquiry in a very intense setting: a murder trial in Ontario Superior Court in 2011.

The case was shocking and high profile. Glen Davis, who was described in media reports as a millionaire wildlife philanthropist, had been gunned down in an underground parking lot in Toronto in May 2007.

His godson, Marshall Ross, who was a distant cousin, had commissioned the 66-year-old victim’s killing. By all accounts, Davis, who was more than 20 years older than Ross, had treated his godson with incredible kindness.

“Between 2004 and 2007, Mr. Davis lent close to $3 million from his sizeable fortune ... to help the younger man finance a home-renovation business in Toronto,” reported the National Post. “Mr. Davis also frequently gave Ross business advice and never questioned Ross’s decisions. In return, court heard this week, Ross, 41, lied repeatedly to Mr. Davis, cooked up falsified spreadsheets, invented addresses of buildings in which he pretended to be investing and, when he realized he could not repay Mr. Davis, arranged to have him killed.”

According to the Crown, Ross had conspired to enact the murder with three men: Ivgeny (Eugene) Vorobiov, charged with first-degree murder for having shot Davis twice on May 18, 2007; Dmitri Kossyrine, charged with first-degree murder for having engineered the shooting; and Jesse Smith, who had worked on construction sites...
with the accused and pleaded guilty to accessory after the fact. (Smith was initially charged with first-degree murder but pleaded guilty in November 2010)

All three men were connected to Ross and each other through the construction and home-renovation industry, in which they worked.

That connection was the reason for the cunning question.

Ross had pleaded guilty about a month before my appearance in court, as had Smith, the year prior; but not Vorobiov or Kossyrine. They proclaimed their innocence.

I was testifying as a forensic accountant about the financial evidence presented in court that seemed to link the accused in a conspiracy. Basically, my role was to help the court follow the money. A critical issue was the allegation, by Smith, that his friend and employer, Kossyrine, had initially offered him $100,000 to kill Davis. Smith declined. Some time later, the Crown alleged, Vorobiov was also offered a substantial amount of money to do the same, and he accepted.

Defence counsel, it seemed to me, wanted to introduce doubt in the jury's mind as to whether any large amount of money that might have passed between the two accused was actually for a contract hit. Early in his cross-examination he asked me if I would agree that there's a large cash component in the construction industry. In other words, the money could have been under-the-counter payment for legitimate work.

It was presented as almost a rhetorical question, the way you'd ask a Canadian if it was likely more difficult to drive on icy streets than bare ones. His question, however, was a slippery slope I knew I couldn't go down under any circumstances.

"I couldn't say," I replied, or words to that affect. "I have no expertise in the construction industry."

Counsel, a shrewd interviewer, didn't give up. He basically asked the question again, adding that I could answer "just between the two of us."

That was true as long as I could block out that there was also a judge and jury and it was asked in open court.

I again declined to speculate on something outside my expertise, a critical tactic I'd been taught years ago by wise and experienced senior forensic accountants. "The first thing they'll try to do is get you out of your box, to start you speculating on matters for which you have no expertise," one of my mentors had said. "Once they do that, you're screwed."

In the end Vorobiov was convicted of first-degree murder but the jury was deadlocked on whether Kossyrine was also guilty. A retrial was scheduled for the fall of 2012.

I was pleased with how I delivered my evidence on the stand, primarily because I stuck to what I knew and didn't embellish any testimony or wander outside of what I was qualified to comment on. I also said a quiet thank-you to colleagues who years ago had explained how to conduct myself in court.

It's not easy being grilled on the witness stand. I doubt there are many accountants who wouldn't find the experience nerve-racking. Most defence lawyers are clever and have far greater experience in a courtroom than a typical expert witness. It's uncommon for an accountant to be called to testify in a civil matter, for example, as so many are resolved outside court. Criminal cases often require expert testimony, but how many criminal trials does the average accountant deal with during a career?

Nonetheless, having to testify in court does occur; in my career, I've been called to the stand seven times. During those experiences I have learned a few things, in addition to my strong caveat that you should never stray from your expertise.

A critical point involves the first few questions. Most lawyers like to start with gentle, easy questions, usually concerning the expert's background and qualifications. These might seem benign and nonthreatening, but they can have a deadly sting.

Some years ago a senior forensic accountant was testifying in a complex dispute. The plaintiff, who claimed his two partners had colluded to defraud their business of several million dollars over a seven-year period, had retained him.

During cross-examination, opposing counsel began by lobbing a series of soft questions at the expert, done in a way that encouraged the man, who held himself in high regard, to almost brag about his qualifications. At one point the expert spoke about his adherence to the highest professional and ethical standards.

"What do you think of senior forensic accountants who do little actual work on a file and then claim to have been actively involved in all stages?" counsel asked.

It was a question the expert had not anticipated. It was also one that struck a sensitive nerve. The expert had been overloaded when he accepted the file and delegated most of the work to his juniors. True to his personality, however, he took credit for their efforts and gave the impression he had done the bulk of the work.

Caught off guard by counsel's insightful probe, the expert stammered out an unconvincing reply. By the time counsel finished with him, the expert's credibility was in tatters. More seriously, the plaintiff's case was weakened and a subsequent settlement came in at a fraction of what the expert's client had anticipated.

Lesson learned: prior to testifying, check if there are areas where you are vulnerable. If so, inform counsel (or the Crown if it's a criminal matter) and know how to answer those questions.

In addition, understand there are no easy moments in a cross-examination. Don't assume that a few seemingly soft probes have no real importance other than a sort of pro forma beginning. Every question matters; as do all answers. An expert witness must be alert and on guard at all times during testimony, no matter how innocuous a question might seem.

Staying composed is not always easy. But it's a standard to
Avey says. “There was an absolute hush in the courtroom. I didn’t know that in a Jamaican court you have to ask for permission to drink water. Well [counsel] got up and he’s got these black robes on and they look like huge wings when he’s flapping them around, and he’s very agitated and can’t believe my lack of respect for the court.”

Fortunately, the presiding justice felt no deliberate offence had occurred. But counsel’s grandstanding gave Avey notice that he might be in for a bumpy ride during his testimony.

If on the receiving end of an egregious and unanticipated attack such as Avey endured or simply a question for which you don’t know the answer, I believe there’s only one intelligent tactic: tell the truth. And do so in a calm, clear manner.

Even if the question is embarrassing, something you should have known the answer to, it only gets worse if you deny the reality being aimed at you. The best response is to explain why you didn’t know the answer, no matter the reason, and offer to provide the information to the court at the earliest possible time. It’s likely not going to be pleasant going forward as counsel will probably use your lack of knowledge to challenge what else you don’t know. If that occurs, it’s critical not to become so unnerved you lose your ability to explain that you’re confident in the rest of your testimony.

One area many experts fear being asked about is their fees. In Cross-Examination: The Comprehensive Guide for Experts by Steven Babitsky and James Mangraviti Jr., the authors, both US trial attorneys, address this head on. “Experts should know how much they are paid [or have billed for],” they say. “Often experts honestly don’t know … because someone else handles their billing,” they told Report On Fraud in 2003. “Although this may very well be true, few jurors are likely to believe it.”

They warn against falling for the old trick question: how much are you being paid for your testimony here today? This is an example of why it’s so important to listen to every word in a question. The truthful, and artful, answer they suggest is: “I am not being paid for my testimony. I am being paid for my time at a rate of...”

Other trick wording, they say, is embedded in the following seemingly benign question: did you evaluate both sides of the case?

Do not respond too quickly with what you assume is a reasonable response: “Yes I did.”

That answer, they warn, could be followed by this: “What facts or data did you consider that were inconsistent with your opinion?”

The authors prefer this answer: “I reviewed all the documents and reports that were provided, conducted tests, analyzed all the data and formed the opinion I have expressed.”

Needless to say, an expert should not be an advocate, under any circumstances. It is human nature to favour the side that’s paying your bills and with whom you may have formed an intellectual or personal connection during the preparation of your evidence. But advocacy can be disastrous to your career and to your client’s case.

Last September, an Ontario Superior Court Justice was scathingly critical of a well-known Toronto forensic accountant who had been hired as an expert witness on one side of a major shareholder dispute.

The judge said the expert’s report contained “exaggerated, inflammatory and pejorative comments,” as reported in the Globe and Mail, and that he had “no confidence in [the evidence’s] reliability.”

The judge further stated that the expert exceeded “the bounds of his expertise [and] was wrong to inject opinions on corporate governance into the reports he filed with the court.” The judge also said the forensic accountant’s assertions were “frequently based on suspicion and innuendo” or were “pure speculation.”

As a result, the judge tossed out the case, which put a stop to a potential $220-million class-action lawsuit by former shareholders.

The decision is likely going to be appealed.

Although testifying in court can be an intimidating experience, it can also be exhilarating if it goes well. I will always remember one of Glen Davis’ best friends thanking me for my contribution to the case after I left the stand.

And I was even more satisfied when, in mid-November 2012, a Toronto jury found Kossyrine guilty of first-degree murder in his retrial. During my expert-witness testimony I had again stuck to the facts. I didn’t express any opinion or emotions about the case. But after I heard the verdict, I was pleased that my evidence might have contributed in a small way to a measure of justice for a kind man who seemed to have caused no one any harm.

David Malamed, CA·IFA, CPA, CFF, CFE, CFI, is a partner in forensic accounting at Grant Thornton LLP in Toronto. He is also CAmagazine’s technical editor for Fraud.
A Parent’s Guide to Raising Money-Smart Kids explains WHY it’s important to help children become financially literate and describes HOW to do it.

The easy-to-read book addresses children at different stages on five key aspects of money management — EARN, SAVE, SPEND, SHARE and INVEST.

Be sure to keep a copy on your desk to spark discussions with your clients — or provide them with their own copy as a value-added bonus to your services!

Order today at castore.ca/moneysmartkids or kobobooks.com
Change the game plan

Some women wonder why they aren’t getting ahead in their careers. Sometimes it’s just a matter of behaviour modification.

In 2010-2011, 34.5% of Canadian MBA graduates were female. This sounds impressive until you look at the post-MBA stats. According to a global survey of MBA grads, women lag behind men in job level and salary — earning $4,600 less — in their first positions and don’t catch up. Another survey, the Catalyst Survey of MBA grads from 1996 to 2007, revealed that 31% of women received promotions, compared with 36% of men. Women in senior positions were more than three times (19% for women, 6% for men) as likely to have lost their jobs to downsizing or closure.

But with subtle changes in their behaviour, women can succeed. Take Melanie, a hard-working accountant, who despite her strong technical skills, educational background and years of job experience was unable to move past her role as a manager into more senior positions.

When she joined her firm, career progression seemed attainable. But recently, Melanie was again overlooked for a promotion she felt qualified for and deserving of. To gain an outside perspective on her strengths and develop a strategy for promotion, she sought the help of a coach.

The coach conducted a thorough assessment, interviewed people who reported to Melanie, interviewed her peers and superiors, and gathered extensive qualitative data on her strengths and gaps. Melanie was an industrious team player. Many reported that she was often the last to leave the office; she got along well with everyone and picked up the slack when others fell short. She was courteous and respectful and rarely allowed the pressures of her personal life to interfere with her work. However, some of her behaviour was sabotaging her efforts to garner positive recognition and advancement.

Certainly, many navigate the corporate world well and rise to the top of their field. Still, many like Melanie struggle, and find their desires of advancement thwarted. And for those, there are a few common themes.

Command attention

In meetings, Melanie sat near the back, listened intently but said little. She repeatedly said such things as, “I’m sorry to interject, but do you think this is the right course of action?” The lack of confidence in her contribution and her position in the room diminished Melanie’s presence.

Apologizing and couching a statement as a question sends the wrong message. Apologizing when one is in the wrong speaks of strength, but doing so for no reason projects weakness. Melanie was encouraged to state her views and ideas clearly and boldly.

She was advised to sit up front and position herself beside a practiced leader. In the next meeting, she observed others, especially women she admired, and took note of how they conducted themselves, including their body language. Then Melanie moved to the centre of the room, beside a senior female colleague. With hands on the table and her body slightly forward, Melanie appeared engaged and interested. When she spoke, she
contributed without apology, using confident language that properly reflected her expertise.

**Manage your career**
Melanie had not clearly communicated her desire to move to the next level to her performance manager, or anyone in the office. She was uncomfortable promoting her accomplishments, hoping her hard work and the quality of her work would be noticed.

"Many women in the workplace have ambitious professional objectives, but are hesitant to share them with others or slow to highlight their successes," says one coach. “It is important that all individuals learn to ask for what they want.”

Melanie and her coach drew up a plan that articulated her career objectives, strengths and development focuses. The plan delineated the business case behind her push for promotion (projects she had successfully managed, individuals she had mentored, her average chargeability, work she had brought to the firm, etc.). And as intimidating as it seemed, Melanie set up a time to meet with her performance manager to review the plan.

In addition to setting career objectives, Melanie was encouraged to be active and proactive in managing the trajectory of those goals. She needed to align herself with people who would support her efforts, to ensure others were aware of what she was working on and to request and receive valuable feedback. She needed to speak out, particularly when it would benefit the business.

A relationship map listing people who might be important to her success and the level of her relationship with them (A, excellent; B, fair; C, nonexistent or needs improvement) was developed. The goal was to move all to the A level.

**Take risks**
Melanie had excellent ideas about how to improve the firm’s processes but was hesitant to share them. Rarely did she contribute her opinion forcefully for fear of being wrong. Fear of failure keeps many women from challenging authority or attempting tasks they are unfamiliar with.

Women have lots to learn from their male counterparts. “Risk aversion can be debilitating when it comes to winning at business,” says the coach. “But by recognizing this behaviour and challenging themselves to step out and take a risk, many more women find they are capable of new tasks.”

Melanie often accepted projects no one else was prepared to take on, including finishing projects that were the responsibility of her superior. By repeatedly taking on substandard assignments, Melanie would not get the projects she really wanted to work on, or if she did, she wouldn’t have the time to do them well.

**You’re worth it**
Many women sabotage their chances for recognition and promotion by underplaying the importance of compensation. Without realizing it, they are sending the wrong message to superiors. Not asking for more money or benefits undermines their value.

Similarly, women often undersell their value by not asking for a senior mentor. Rather than settle for a mentor one level up, women should reach higher — two or three levels higher. Melanie was told to think of an individual in the firm who possessed the qualities and skills she admired and approach him or her. When she asked one individual to be a mentor, he was delighted and honoured. Over time, with a structured mentoring relationship, his guidance and connections, she was better able to navigate the politics and culture of the organization. And, she gained an ally and resource broker who got her onto an important committee with national exposure.

Partners in the firm began to notice Melanie and she was identified as a high-potential employee. Melanie was recently promoted. She now has a realistic view of her worth; she changed her game plan and reaped the rewards. So did her firm.

Sandra Oliver is an executive coach and owner of IMPACT, a global coaching firm. She is also CA magazine’s technical editor for people management (sandra@impactconsultinginc.com)
Imagine taking a shower and turning around to see a camera staring back at you. As you scream and blindly reach for a towel, blinking in vain to keep the shampoo out of your eyes, the camera takes pictures. You are exposed for all to see, for who knows what purpose. Scary. That is what it must feel like for those who have had private information taken and misused. Although most of us probably wouldn’t shower with our passwords tattooed on our bodies, the feeling of vulnerability is the same, whether as a consumer whose information, stored with a company, was stolen after that company’s network had been hacked — remember The TJX Cos., Inc. (parent of T.J. Maxx and other retail outlets) data breach announced in 2007 — or as the company whose system has been compromised. Such privacy invasions are happening worldwide and many jurisdictions are getting aggressive in their efforts to stop them — including Switzerland.

According to a 2012 report by the Swiss Reporting and Analysis Centre for Information Assurance (MELANI), an organization involved in IT and Internet security, of the 885 cyber attacks investigated globally, in which client user names, passwords or credit-card information were stolen, 75% were committed against small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs). The study reasons that SMEs are not as familiar as larger companies with the intricacies of IT security, leaving them more vulnerable to attack. While this explanation is debatable, the finding that SMEs are disproportionately targeted has caused the public and private sectors to step up the fight against these threats.

To this end, Switzerland’s Federal Council announced a strategy to counter cyber attacks. The plan, which takes into account proposals made in parliament to enact stronger measures against cyber risks, would allow businesses and authorities to work together more closely. Additionally, the strategy aims to identify cyber threats early, improve the strength of critical infrastructures, and effectively reduce IT crimes.

A special federal IT steering committee, together with MELANI, is carrying out this strategy and preparing progress reports. Implementation is expected to take place by the end of 2017.

Yvette Trancoso

Where are they now? ALEXA LOO

An A+ for perseverance

Two-time Olympian and chartered accountant Alexa Loo calls herself a “Type-A” personality. But given her accomplishments, Canada’s former No. 1-ranked female giant slalom snowboard racer appears to be more a Type A+ than an average Type A.

Since CAMagazine last caught up with Loo in December 2000, the 40-year-old from Richmond, BC, has racked up real-life accolades. She took home a bronze medal at the 2006 World Cup in Italy and a silver at the 2010 World Cup in Austria. She also made two impressive Olympic showings: the first at the Turin Winter Games in 2006, where she placed 20th, and again at the Vancouver Winter Games in 2010, where she placed 12th.

For Loo, who has been snowboarding competitively since 1995, becoming an Olympian takes time. “It takes 10 years to make an athlete,” she says.

It may take 10 years to make a politician, too. In 2011, Loo ran for a seat on Richmond’s city council — while eight-and-a-half months pregnant. “I got nearly 12,000 votes,” she says. She lost the race by only 900.

But one loss isn’t enough to discourage an athlete of Loo’s calibre. “I’m very passionate about making the world around me a better place and helping people,” she says.

Her personal life has also been something like a race to the finish line. In 2010, after a “whirlwind” courtship, she married husband Ari Goosen.

Pregnant for a second time, Loo is not a mat-leave kind of person. In fact, she’s in the midst of launching an executive coaching business, which she sees as the natural evolution of both her athletic and professional lives. “In my public practice I wasn’t able to use all of the skills and talents I’d developed as an Olympian.”

Her accounting background taught her a valuable lesson about the power of making practical changes and processes — and it’s one she’s applying to her new endeavour. “You change something in the process and you can drastically affect your outcome at the end of the day.”

Flannery Dean
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TRENT HENRY, FCA

As he motors to and from work each day, the Ernst & Young Canada chairman and CEO has a clown nose near at hand. But there’s no clowning around when it comes to his career. Henry has been committed to the firm since he joined in 1989, after graduating from the University of Prince Edward Island’s bachelor of business administration program. An impressive trajectory followed: a partner by 1998, he became the head of E&Y’s international tax practice in 2004 and managing partner (Canadian tax) in 2008 before accepting the nod as CEO in 2010. In 2009, he was named a fellow of the Institute of Chartered Accountants of Ontario. As he cruises home to pick up his sons for hockey practice, let’s see what he’s got in his glove compartment and centre-console that help keep him grounded and on course.

MP3 PLAYER

“I try to fit in short runs when I can, and listening to music [on my iPod] helps me stay motivated. My current playlist includes songs from Fun, Maroon 5 and Of Monsters and Men.”

TABLET

“Because I don’t like lugging around heavy things when I travel, my iPad is a replacement for carrying a laptop computer.”

SMARTPHONE CHARGER

“I meet regularly with key clients and prospective clients, so I’m on the road a lot. Keeping my smartphone charged helps me keep on top of calls and emails from clients and staff when I’m not in the office.”

PEI MAP

“I grew up, went to school and started my career in Prince Edward Island, and still visit often. PEI positioned me well for success in each of the roles I’ve held. The map reminds me of home; it’s something I have always kept in the car. It’s also easy to grab when I fly back home — I always know where it is.”

REFEREE WHISTLE

“I have two boys and I coach their hockey teams. I love spending time practising at the rink with them and their teammates and friends. I’m always amazed to watch them grow and learn — on the ice and off.”

CLOWN NOSE

“Last year, Ernst & Young signed a multiyear sponsorship with Cirque du Soleil, and we shared the noses with our people across the country to celebrate. I keep the nose handy for when I attend Cirque events; it helps [me] really get into the spirit of the event.

Cirque and Ernst & Young believe in an entrepreneurial spirit, inclusiveness and community engagement. Cirque artists and employees represent several nationalities and languages, and harness their collective talents to create a magical experience. That’s the power of inclusiveness.”
Ambit is an executive search firm specializing in finance and accounting professionals. We have a proven track record of providing highly personalized service to Canada’s leading companies.

At Ambit, we’ve perfected the subtle art and science of matching the right person with the right position.

Learn more about us
+ 416.703.5050

AMBIT SEARCH
401 Bay Street, Suite 1440, P.O. Box 40
Toronto, Ontario M5H 2Y4
www.ambitsearch.com

CATHY LOGUE, SHERIZA PERABTANI & JOANNE ELEK

Obtain Your US CPA

Henry B. Zimmer
CPA (Illinois), FCA (AB)

Home Study or Live Courses in May & September 2013

Phone: 360-811-8975
Email: cpa-now@clt.com

www.cpa-now.org

US Tax Services
• US Citizens & Green Card Holders
• US Vacation & Commercial Property Investments
• Individual & Business Tax Returns
• Cross Border Tax Planning

Doug Robinson
MBA, MTax, CA, CFP, CPA (Illinois)
8953 Woodbine Ave. Markham, ON L3R 0J9

Phone 905.474.2044
Toll Free 855.474.5593
Email doug.robinson@dntw.com

Looking for a change of scenery?

Sell your practice with peace of mind. We simplify the process and help you get more for your practice... along with the BEST terms.

BUYERS, registration is FREE and simple!
To learn more, contact Brannon Poe at bpoe@poegroupadvisors.com or visit our website www.PoeGroupAdvisors.com
PAY EQUITY/L’ÉQUITÉ SALARIALE
AUDITS IN PROCESS

The commission de l’équité salariale (CES) is now auditing Quebec enterprises to insure Pay Equity compliance. Don’t wait until you get a CES audit notice!

LIW Consultants has assisted numerous Quebec corporations implement Pay Equity and our proven methodology has been validated by the CES.

Beginning 2011, all enterprises must file an annual government declaration.

LIW Consultants
Since 1986
Tel.: (514) 484-5160 • Fax: (514) 484-5453
E-mail: info@liwconsultants.ca
www.liwconsultants.ca

1% TRAINING OBLIGATION (QUEBEC)

• Tired of paying all or part of the 1%?
• Will your back-up survive an audit?
• Prior years internal verifications
• Pay Equity Compliance

Tel: (514) 484-5160
Fax: (514) 484-5453
E-mail: info@liwconsultants.ca
www.liwconsultants.ca

AUDITS IN PROCESS
Beginning 2011, all enterprises must file an annual government declaration.

CONTACT POSITIONS IN ARCTIC CANADA
Northern firm requires experienced auditors for two to three month contract positions commencing May 1, 2013 (other work terms may also be available). Excellent remuneration for hard work. Travel and accommodation is provided. Candidates should be CAs with excellent interpersonal skills and have the ability to work independently. For more information see www.mackaylandau.ca.

Please send your reply in confidence to:
MacKay Landau, PO Box 20, Iqaluit, Nunavut X0A 0H0
Ph: 867-979-6603     Fax: 867-979-6493
Email: shawnlester@mackaylandau.ca

CONTRACT POSITIONS IN ARCTIC CANADA

CA Practice Link is a new confidential service facilitating the acquisition, merging or selling of your practice. We help you position your firm for a successful transition.

CA Practice Link is managed personally by the CICA Member Services Department.

To participate in CA Practice Link, visit www.capracitivelink.com

Visit our website @ camagazine.com
The essential companion to our print edition

BUYING, SELLING OR MERGING YOUR PRACTICE?

CA Practice Link is a new confidential service facilitating the acquisition, merging or selling of your practice. We help you position your firm for a successful transition.

To participate in CA Practice Link, visit www.capracitivelink.com

Thinking of advertising?

Contact:
Darcey Romeo at 416.204.3257
or: darcey.romeo@cica.ca

CA Practice Link
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Location, Location, Location.
In business location is everything and we've outgrown ours! That's why we're expanding with a brand new office in the heart of the Financial District at 401 Bay Street, Suite 1440.

that's right we’ve moved and expanded our downtown location to serve you better.
ACCOUNTING SERVICES

External Monitoring and CA Advisory Specialists. We can: be your firm’s external monitor; be your file quality reviewer; review financial statement presentation; assist with complex transactions and transition to new accounting standards. You can: make your life easier; reduce your risk; ensure adherence to professional standards. Visit www.proclaimconsultants.com or call (905) 815-5431.

IFRS Implementation – CA/MBA, based in west GTA, with 20+ years of industry experience is available for freelance engagements including IFRS Implementation. If you require an experienced professional to complement your current staff, contact me. Per Diem, short or medium term. See www.proclaimconsultants.com or call Carl at (905) 815-5431.

IFRS and Internal Audit Services – CA in the GTA with over 25 years of experience. Available for contract assignments including IFRS, internal audit and compliance. We address shortfalls in staff competencies or staff compliment. See www.glenidan.ca or call 416-262-6649.

Firm Monitoring – We are specialized in providing external Monitoring and FQR services to accounting firms across GTA. We also assist with transition to new accounting standards and complex accounting/auditing issues. We offer competitive rates and flexible timing. Call 416-671-7292 or visit www.srco.ca.

OFFICE SPACE

Toronto – Office in CA firm with other services available immediately. Wilson/Dufferin/Yorkdale area. Free parking. Opportunity for per diem work as well as succession possibilities. Please call George 416-890-6000 or gfarkas@pathcom.com

Fully furnished offices with large boardroom and all amenities, including lots of free parking. Located near Toronto Pearson Airport. Partnership opportunities. Contact Louis Isabella at lisabella@aim-ca.com

Toronto, ON – CA has excellent main floor office space to share, fully furnished. Located conveniently on the Danforth in Toronto and on the subway. Available immediately. Email: catoshare2013@gmail.com

Yonge & Eglinton area CA firm – Up to 6 private offices and corresponding space for staff. Turnkey available. Please reply to officeyeinfo@gmail.com.

Near Leslie St and York Mills Rd, Toronto – 58-66 Scarsdale Rd – 2,000-20,000+ sq. ft. office and warehouse floor area available, under total renovation. Lease now; we will custom build your space. Contact Michael at 416-386-9645 x227, email: michaelh@cherishome.com

Montreal CA, interested in purchasing list of client or participation (NTR, review, audit, tax) from accountant located in Montreal metropolitan region, transmission over short to medium term. Please reply to Carl Assef (514)907-1707 or info@carlassef.ca. Replies received in strict confidence.

Established CA firm in Durham Region interested in purchasing an existing practice or block of accounts in the Durham area. We provide a full range of assurance, accounting, tax and business advisory services. Flexible succession terms available. Please reply in confidence to: durhamregionCAFirm@gmail.com.

Buying or selling an Accounting practice? We are here to help. We help our clients……
• Maximize practice value
• Attract and assess top candidates to ensure the best fit
• Exit cleanly
To see our most up-to-date opportunities and learn more about us and our unique process—please visit www.poegroupadvisors.com

Montreal, BC $275,000
S. of Edmonton, AB $190,000
S. of Lloydminster, AB $525,000
Cochrane, AB $575,000
Greater Vancouver, BC $475,000
Edmonton, AB $1,250,000
Calgary, AB $849,000
Red Deer, AB $190,000
S. of Edmonton, AB $525,000
Calgary, AB $849,000
Greater Vancouver, BC $475,000
Central, BC $275,000
Port Hardy, BC $260,000
Vancouver, BC $275,000

WEBSITE DESIGN

Website Design – Do you need a website? Is your existing site in need of an upgrade? Do you lack the time to develop and maintain your website? Do you want a professional site at an affordable price? Visit us at accountantswebdesign.ca

IT SUPPORT SERVICES

We provide reliable IT services to Accounting Firms & Professionals. We offer managed proactive services for both cloud and onsite servers / workstations. Supporting local and remote locations across Canada from NOC in Metro Vancouver. Welcome Networks Inc. Contact Jag: 604-515-1700 http://www.welcomenetworks.com

BUYING OR SELLING OPPORTUNITIES

Replies received in strict confidence.
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Inequality and growth

In the past 25 years, income inequality has increased significantly worldwide. In Canada, the wealthiest 1% now receives 10.6% of the national income, which is more than the combined income of 40% of the less fortunate. This large piece of pie has grown 50% since the 1980s when it was only 7%. Income inequality is even more marked in the US, where the 1% pockets nearly 18% of the national income, twice as much as 25 years ago.

The last time such an income gap between the upper and the middle classes was observed was in the 1920s, just before the Great Depression. Many organizations not considered left wing, from the Conference Board of Canada to the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development, are troubled by this situation. A number of studies have shown that too much income inequality can impact economic growth. Joseph Stiglitz, 2001 winner of the Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences, recently published a book, *The Price of Inequality*. In it he argues that economic growth will stagnate until we deal with the problem of inequality.

Moreover, income inequality, and particularly the creation of a super-rich class, undermines the legitimacy of our political system. A properly functioning society is characterized by respect for the established order. This is difficult to maintain when the top 1% of the population earns more than the poorest 40% combined, as is currently the case.

Numerous reasons are advanced to explain why the fortunes of the wealthy have grown recently. The phenomenon is not well understood. Globalization is said to put unskilled workers at a disadvantage. However, in Canada, the growth of inequality has not been significant at the bottom end of the scale and the number of “poor” has not increased over the period. Moreover, globalization has had little impact in European countries such as France and Germany, where the 1% slice of the pie is half that of Anglo-Saxon nations such as Canada, the US and the UK.

The tax reforms under former US president Ronald Reagan and Britain’s ex-prime minister Margaret Thatcher are also being singled out, and most likely, with more legitimacy. The significant drop in maximum marginal tax rates and the proliferation of tax shelters and havens have hugely benefited high-earning taxpayers. Likewise, the compensation increases awarded to business executives, particularly in the financial sector, and the staggering salaries paid to top athletes and pop stars, have also contributed to inequality at the top end of the income scale.

It is not easy to correct a situation when its underlying causes are not well understood. But the extent of the problem must first be acknowledged. It is obvious, when watching the heated US debates over taxing the wealthy, that we are nowhere near reaching a consensus on the issue.

Part of the solution is tax related. However, that does not mean we should return to the extremely high income tax rates of the ’60s, when marginal rates reached 60% to 70%. This would strongly encourage tax evasion. A better solution could be to set a minimum effective rate, such as 30%, for all income, whatever the source, above a certain threshold. A measure like that would affect half the wealthiest taxpayers who now pay relatively little tax as a percentage of their income; it probably would have a minimal effect on how they handle their finances.

Another avenue would be to eliminate the most blatant tax shelters, such as the carried interest, which is taxed at capital gain rates and allows investment fund managers to cut their effective tax rate in half.

I am not a tax expert, so I do not have the expertise to analyze this issue. But it does need to be examined, especially if the gap continues to widen. Not only does the legitimacy of our tax system depend on it, so does our economic growth.

Joseph Stiglitz argues that economic growth will stagnate until we deal with the problem of inequality.

Marcel Côté is strategic adviser, KPMG SECOR, Montreal.
CICA Tax Practice Manual

Refocused to address risk management issues faced by tax practices, *CICA Tax Practice Manual* is the essential guide to building and maintaining a successful tax practice in Canada today. Its 22 comprehensive chapters provide expert guidance and time-saving practice aids—helping you to minimize risk, maximize productivity, and elevate your bottom line.

INTERNET • DVD • DOWNLOAD • PRINT

For more information or to order:
Visit: CAstore.ca/TAXPRACTICE
Call: 1-855-769-0905
Trust Ryan to Improve Your Total Tax Performance

Tax Strategy and Recovery Experts

Ryan provides the most innovative approach to tax consulting available in the industry today. Since 1974, we’ve become the leading Canadian tax services firm in North America, with the largest indirect tax practice in Canada and the United States.

At Ryan, our value proposition is far greater than the industry-leading tax recovery services that we are internationally recognized for. We’re also focused on your overall tax performance, providing innovative tax advisory solutions to the dynamic challenges of an ever-evolving Canadian tax market. From strategic planning to harmonization and risk mitigation, we create greater opportunities to measure and improve your efficiency, develop a more strategic approach to tax, and deliver outstanding value to your shareholders.

Please visit us at www.ryanco.ca or call 800.667.1600 to learn more about how our tax advisory services can benefit you in preparing for and managing the evolving Canadian tax market.

Ryan is the definitive source for strategic tax advice to mitigate the risk of changing tax legislation in British Columbia and Prince Edward Island.

Be sure to follow us on Twitter for the latest information on the re-implementation of BC PST and harmonization in PEI.

@RyanTax_ca